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ABSTRACT
Internationalized universities have become a social trend due to the
continuous active flow of talents in the context of globalization. An
internationalized university's campus landscape needs to meet the
essential functions of assisted learning and stress relief, as well as the
integration of multiple cultural backgrounds. At present, the teaching
methods, materials, and equipment of internationalized universities
have been effectively developed to adapt to this environment.
However, the supporting landscape and planning design of the
campus has not been systematically studied to adapt to globalization.
Through observation and survey analysis, Wageningen University
(WUR) does not provide a suitable campus landscape for students
with different cultural backgrounds (especially the Chinese group,
which accounts for the most significant international students). It will
hinder the exchange of students' opinions and the release of pressure.
Therefore, this thesis uses the current WUR campus as a research area to
explore the design principles of an internationalized campus landscape.
Through theoretical research, WUR needs to have eight
indicators that constitute an internationalized campus: adequate
accommodation; abundant landscape resources; high accessibility
and commercial convenience; high utilization of place and nonplace; high openness degree of public space for all user groups;
high degree of functional mixing; with the essence of Chinese
campus; with novelty and rarity. These eight indicators are evaluated
a n d a n a l y z e d i n d i ff e re n t w a y s i n t h re e re s ea rc h q u e s t i o n s .
The current situation of the WUR campus landscape, non-Chinese
and Chinese user groups' using and their demands of campus
landscape are collected through literature research, filming,

observation, landscape analysis, and survey methods. Second, the
five most popular Chinese university campuses were analyzed as
cases, and fourteen common qualities and twenty-three design
principles of the most representative university campus landscapes
in China were obtained. Then these design principles are used as
preliminary design principles and applied in the transformation
design of the WUR campus landscape to conduct a campus
landscape that meets the needs of Chinese and non-Chinese groups.
In the end, fifteen focus group members evaluated the preliminary
internationalized campus design principles through online scoring.
In conclusion, the effectiveness of the design principles that can
help design an internationalized campus landscape for the Chinese
community is summarized, divided into three categories: Four of the 23
Chinese campus design principles are more restricted in application.
Therefore, they are for reference only when renovating the campus; eight
are universal design principles, which have strong applicability; among
them, eleven are design principles recommended by more than half
of the respondents. This conclusion can be used as a design principle
and directly applied to the landscape transformation of an international
university. Besides, the research framework of this article can also serve
as a reference for studying the principles of the campus landscape in
other cultural backgrounds.

Keywords

Internationalized campus landscape, multicultural user groups, public
space, place-making, representative Chinese campus, design principles.
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 Introduction to the research context
In this rapidly developing society, the process of globalization is reflected in all
aspects, including university development. The campus landscape in this situation
is necessary to enhance its functions to respond to a series of pressures, different
cultural knowledge backgrounds, and thinking patterns of international students.
The phenomenon that non-Western students at Wageningen University
use less of the campus outdoor landscape is a starting point to explore: the
internationalized campus is a limited container for academic talents around
the world. How can we better integrate them to expand the boundaries of
knowledge?

figure 1.1 campus landscape's impact on stress of international students (studyinholland, 2017)

In this introduction, the author will define the internationalized campus
and explain the importance and rationality of this thesis. Moreover, the
current situation of the use of campus landscape by international students
at Wageningen University and the determination of research objects will be
introduced, and the research mission is determined theoretically.

1.1.1 Internationalized university
In the unstoppable process of contemporary globalization, campus
internationalization is a phenomenon that can not be ignored. First, the
number of international students and the nationalities are increasing distinctly
worldwide. According to Nuffic, a Dutch international education agency, the
number of international students with a full-time degree at a Dutch university
or university of applied sciences has doubled from 40,000 in 2016 to 80,000

figure 1.2 campus landscape's impact on stress of international students (WUR, 2018 & 2020)
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in the past ten years (Mina Solanki, 2017). Study In
Holland organization indicated that in the 2016-2017
academic year, every one in ten students in Holland
was an international student. However, this data
becomes one-eighth in the following year (figure 1.1).
Moreover, Holland has more than 112,000 international
students, and that number is increasing every year. They
come from 162 nationalities and makeup 12.2% of the
Dutch student population (studyinholland, 2017). The
phenomenon is representing in Wageningen University
& Research (WUR) as well (figure 1.2). The statistics from
WUR reported that, from the academic year 2002/2003
to 2017/2018, the number of international students had
increased from 859 to 2,788 out of a total of 12,001
students, and they came from 103 countries (WUR, 2018).
Similarly, in the following year, the number of international
students and nationalities are also increased (WUR, 2020).
Meanwhile, many universities are willing to adopt this
policy to improve their competitiveness for being in
the fore. They believe that in the present multicultural
world, students need to develop a global perspective
during college time to live in a life where they meet,
work, and live together with people with different cultural
backgrounds, habits, opinions, customs, religious beliefs,
and wishes (Larry, 2009). It will enable students to be more
able to adapt to a globalized society and increasingly
complex working environment.
From the development of the knowledge aspect, social
scientists believe that the cognitive orientation and skills
of East Asians and European cultural backgrounds are
entirely different so that they are likely to complement
12

and enrich each other in any given environment (Nisbett, 2004). For example, in 2015, the three
researchers who won the Nobel Prize for a new antimalarial drug that saved millions of lives have
three different cultural backgrounds. They are Tu Youyou (China), William C. Campbell (Irish), and
Omura (Japanese). This Chinese researcher is the discoverer of the antimalarial drugs artemisinin
and dihydroartemisinin. Furthermore, these two elements come from the research of traditional
Chinese medicine. This example can prove that the different cultural backgrounds bring about the
mutual filling of knowledge, which is needed for human development. Moreover, this kind of "mutual
filling of knowledge" should become a significant goal in an internationalized campus.
In conclusion, an internationalized campus is a way to promote global academic exchanges to
complement a broader range of knowledge. It also enables students to better adapt to the times.
These will also make this type of university advantageous in the competition(figure 1.3). As a

CAMPUS
Normal

Adapt the globalization context
-

The trend of students choosing university
Enhance competitiveness between universities

Internationalized
-

to promote global academic exchanges
to complement a broader range of
knowledge
enables students to better adapt to the
times

figure 1.3 relationship between normal & internationalized campus

INTRODUCTION
container for these talented students with new ideas and mastering the future,
internationalized universities must consider the increase in the number of
international students and cultural backgrounds, and how to adapt and promote
their harmonious coexistence for activating full-scale academic communication.

planning of campus landscapes - Macro-design (Hajrasouliha, 2017) (figure 1.4).
Therefore, logically, the campus landscape should also be modified in response
to internationalized-university policies from the perspective of the overall
construction of the campus.

1.1.2 Campus landscape and internationalized campus
landscape

The campus landscape is an essential part of the university, and its primary
purpose is to provide a supportive environment for learning. The quality of the
campus environment can affect student satisfaction and academic performance
(figure 1.5). Studies have shown that green and urbanized campuses can create a
pleasant university experience, reduce their mental fatigue, and increase student
social connectivity (Hajrasouliha, 2017), especially for international student
groups with fewer resources than local students. The reality as a foreigner makes
it difficult for them to live in strange lands, leading to more significant stress
and social barriers. Their stress includes which are believed to be the main
contributing factors: cognitive discrimination, homesickness, fear, guilt, hatred,

Changes in the university policy are bound to mean that every aspect related to
campus will update accordingly. However, current campuses pay more attention
to classrooms and teaching environments - Micro-design, such as the renewal
of educational facilities and the construction of teaching buildings, rather
than the background conditions of the campus environment, referring to the

figure 1.4 Macro- & Micro-design of campus

figure 1.5 campus landscape's impact on stress of international students
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and stress (cultural shock) due to change (Sandhu & Asrabadi, 1994). Hence, on
internationalized campuses, to meet the essential function of assisting learning,
campus landscape design should also take into account the pressure relief
of international students, the enhancement of their social connections, and
campus's cultural inclusion. However, one of the most fundamental tasks is to
motivate students to use the campus' outdoor landscape. It is only possible to
stimulate the above functions if they are exposed to the landscape. Especially for
international students, the difference in cultural background and lifestyle leads
to less use of campus landscapes than local students (this has been confirmed in
my survey).

1.1.3 Rethinking of the construction of internationalized
campus landscape - WUR campus landscape as an example
Based on the author's preliminary findings on WUR campus through observation
and surveys, even 23.2% of the total students are international, and they came
from 103 countries in the academic year 2017/2018 (WUR, 2018), not all cultural
background groups often used outdoor landscapes. Even in the precious sunny
days of April, in the most popular public space of WUR in front of the forum, it
was rarely seen non-Western students using lawns or other outdoor facilities.
It was a very noteworthy phenomenon because Chinese students, as part of
non-Western students, accounted for 10% of this academic year (China, 2018).
However, from the photo analysis by filtering their appearance, the amount of
non-European students using the campus landscape did not reach this figure
(figure 1.6).
Hence, such a phenomenon is worthy of being discovered and explored by
landscape architects. Whether the current campus landscape design meet the
needs of international students? Or does it need to take internationalization into
account? What kind of qualities should an internationalized campus landscape
have?
figure 1.6 photo analysis of multicultural user groups on WUR campus
14

INTRODUCTION
1.1.4 Campus landscape as a public space
To consider about these questions is not only because the campus landscape

can reduce the stress of international students and promote their social
connectivity, but also because when the composition of students and the
teaching buildings change, the purpose and prospects of the university's
teaching syllabus, as well as the use of the campus, services, and functions will
change.

The university campus not only provides students with a learning place. It refers
to the place where the university's buildings and related functions are located,
including libraries, lecture halls, teachers, and student centers. It also contains
non-academic facilities such as dormitories, canteens, gymnasiums, recreational
activities, and some parks-like settings (figure 1.7). It indicated that the user
base on campus was diverse, including students, teachers, employees, visitors,
partner companies. They use the campus and landscape in different ways and
trajectories for different purposes. Therefore, the campus is a public space that
adds "social cohesion" to society (Maarteen & Arnold, 2001). When designing an
internationalized campus landscape, it is vital to consider the campus as a public
space with different user groups.

1.1.5 Chinese student group in WUR as research object
To select a feasible research object to conclude in the limited time and effort
is significant for the thesis. First of all, WUR is an appropriate selection as the
research area. Because the examples mentioned in chapter 1.1.3 indicated
that Wageningen University did not meet the standards of an internationalized
campus. The author hopes to explore a new model of the internationalized
campus landscape through research and design.
Secondly, the Chinese student community in WUR is the research target group.
From the perspective of the extensive use of the research, the culture that is
the most opposite and complementary to Western culture should be chosen Asian culture. Surveys and observational research documented differences in
social practices that matched differences in thinking habits between Asians and
Europeans (figure 1.8). Moreover, these two thoughts originated from ancient
China and ancient Greece (Nisbett, 2004). Therefore, it is very representative to
study Chinese students' views and behaviors using the campus landscape.

figure 1.7 public spaces in WUR campus

Besides, in WUR, the most significant number of international student groups are
from China, Germany, and Indonesia (WUR, 2018). Especially China is a priority
country for WUR by maintaining close contact with Chinese strategic regional
15

leaders and key academic institutions in China. Chinese students, both MSc and
Ph. D, make up 10% of the Wageningen students population, and the trend is
set to continue increasingly (WUR, "China," 2018). In the long run, the current
problem of non-European students seldom using the campus landscape will
continue developing. It provided a reasonable motivation for this study.

1.2 Theoretical lenses and design assignment
Observations and surveys on the use of the Wageningen campus landscape
indicated that modern internationalized campuses had an issue that international
students did not have a sense of belonging here, which leads to the inability
of the campus to function adequately and the difficulty of students' learning
and living. However, to solve this problem, we must not only focus on the
international student side. Because the campus is a container for collaboration
among intellectuals with different cultural backgrounds, it is essential to meet
each group's needs. The author will use three theoretical lenses to solve
the needs of corresponding user groups: students group, all user groups,
international students group (see chapter 3).

1.3 Conclusion
These questions will help explore how the landscape design approach will
give the modern internationalized campus the qualities that the era needs. It
will contribute to the design of a university campus that recruits international
students worldwide and uses this as a development strategy. Besides, the
author will develop some policy standards from the perspective of universities
and students to make the design model better implemented. These standards
may contribute to more general design standards for future campus landscape
designs.

According to the theoretical lens, general design tasks could be:
1) exploring the campus outdoor landscape that provides students with auxiliary
learning functions;
2) exploring the social connections of multi-user groups in the campus
landscape;
3) exploring how to use the campus landscape to create a sense of belonging in
an unfamiliar country for international students (focus on Chinese students in this
paper).
figure 1.8 some examples of East Meets West: An Infographic Portrait (by Yang Liu)
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2.1 Problem statement
Through the introduction, globalization has led to the internationalization
of the campus. Therefore, education policy, campus construction, and the
style of contemporary internationalized universities also need to adapt to the
development of the times. In addition to providing an environment that helps
students learn, it must serve as a public space to connect knowledge and ideas
in a multicultural context and give international students a sense of belonging to
the campus to improve their study and mental health.

international students. It ignores the differences in behavior and way of thinking
caused by different cultural backgrounds (figure 2.1). It makes the campus
landscape in the context of globalization not conform to the development of the
times.

At present, through preliminary observations and survey analysis, WUR does
not provide suitable campus landscapes for students with different cultural
backgrounds (especially the increasing number of Chinese students). It will
hinder the exchange of student opinions and the release of their stress. As far as
the campus landscape is concerned, the WUR is not ready to cope with the stress
levels and social barriers that an increasing number of international students
bring.

2.2 Knowledge gap
Studies have shown that people can actively or passively interact with plants
and nature to reduce stress (McFarland, Waliczek, & Zajicek, 2008). A pleasant
campus landscape environment can promote students' mental health and social
activities. The campus landscape's role is instrumental and vital, especially for
international students with higher spiritual needs. Sociologists have confirmed
that the differences in social practice coincide with the differences in thinking
habits between Easterners represented by the Chinese, and the other Westerners
(Nisbett, 2004).
However, the current campus landscape construction is usually based on local
design principles and does not take into account the higher spiritual needs of
18

figure 2.1 knowledge gap

Research design
2.3 Research objective

2.5 Methodology and expected results

Based on the problem statement and knowledge gap, this thesis will use the
current WUR campus as a study area to redesign an internationalized campus
landscape that will make Chinese students more willing to participate. At the
same time, it will enable them to communicate more with other users and
cultural groups and enhance the cultural tolerance of university (the reasons
for choosing the Chinese student group as the primary research object have
been explained in 1.1.5). However, it has the conditions to meet the needs of
all other user groups as well. From this research through design, the author will
explore the design principles of contemporary internationalized campuses as an
academic discussion of future campus landscapes.

The research is to study the use and expectations of Chinese students group
on the WUR campus environment and to provide knowledge for the design
and planning phases. It uses qualitative research because it aims to explore
and understand individuals or groups' meaning attributable to social or human
problems (Creswell, 2013) and requires more visual non-statistical presentation
methods such as graphics and words (Brink, Bruns, Tobi, & Bell, 2016). This
study's primary strategy is to use several applicable methods to solve the first
three research questions. Then, from these three questions, the preliminary
principles and criteria of the third design question are derived. Finally, the
rationality of thesis design principles will be discussed by research through
design. In figure 2.2, the methods and procedures for research are introduced in
detail.

2.4 Research questions
Main question: What design principles help to design an internationalized
campus landscape? - aims at major international communities' populations of
the Chinese community in WUR.
Sub-questions:
SQ1. What is the current situation of the WUR campus landscape?
SQ2. What affects the non-Chinese community and Chinese community to
use or not to use the WUR campus outdoor landscape?
SQ3. What types of campus landscapes are enjoyed by the Chinese
community?
SQ4. How to design an internationalized campus landscape in WUR?

Through the background analysis of literature research and observation of the
phenomenon, problems, knowledge gaps, research objectives, and questions
will be identified. Moreover, appropriate theories will be selected. The research
phase is divided into two parts, part A & part B. Part A is research through design.
first, use literature study methods, site study, and participant observation to
explore the using situation of the WUR campus environment to answer the first
research question "What is the current situation of the WUR campus landscape?"
It helps to identify the most critical issues about the current campus landscape.
Then, collect the opinions of the Chinese community & the non-Chinese
community through surveys to answer the second question, "What affects the
non-Chinese community and Chinese community to use or not to use WUR
campus outdoor landscape?" Next, using the reference study and literature
study methods to study the factors of the success of the most popular Chinese
campuses to answer the third research question, "The Chinese community enjoys
what types of campus landscape?" The results will be the preliminary design
principles used for the design phase to provide WUR with a more adaptable
international landscape solution. In the next place, based on the three research
questions, the author took two countermeasures: densification and expansion.
19

figure 2.2 research design

Research design
Furthermore, combine them into a final plan.
In Part B, by collecting the focus group's assessment of the final design and
preliminary design principles, the conclusions of this article are drawn to answer
the following main questions: "How to design an internationalized campus
landscape in WUR?" Finally, the author will discuss Problems, uncertainties, and
research directions that can be explored in the future.

2.5.1 Literature study
This study takes the WUR campus landscape as a case study to explore the future
model of internationalized campus landscapes. However, due to the author's
research's time limitation, the leading culture group is the Chineses community.
Therefore, firstly, it is essential to gain information about the current and
future education policies and plans of the campus and the population of staff,
students, teachers. And various cultural backgrounds. It will provide background
information in subsequent research and design. Instruments: direct reports
and archives of the university and indirect survey reports by websites or other
researchers.
Secondly, in the third question, the study of popular Chinese campuses requires
a review of books on Chinese educational history. Moreover, while analyzing the
Chinese campus case, it is necessary to compare the Chinese-style behavior with
the West. Therefore, we need to read the literature about the cultural differences
between China and the West. Instruments: websites, books on Chinese
psychology and behavior, and reports and books on the differences between
Chinese and Western cultures.

2.5.2 Site study & observation
The research is based on the physical environment of the campus. It is necessary
to conduct a comprehensive site study and participant observation of the current
WUR campus to complete the campus landscape analysis. Through a series of

recording methods to obtain the functions, forms, and uses of campus buildings
and landscapes, such as making on maps, photographs, and hand-drawn
sketches. Second, the purpose of this part is to study user behavior of campus
public space. In this case, participant observation is the best way (Brink, Bruns,
Tobi, & Bell, 2016). In the process, the author will learn how he studied and the
conclusions from William H. Whyte (1980) about the social life in the public
space, such as filming people's behavior affected by the shadow of buildings. As
the researcher, a member of the student group and the target group - Chinese
students, are exceptionally qualified to research this way, which experiences the
author on campus from the perspective of the target group. Instruments: plans,
topographic maps, air photo, satellite images, camera.

2.5.3 Survey
This step aims to understand how Chinese students currently use the WUR
campus landscape and their feedback and future vision of the WUR campus. The
author will first use open-ended survey questions to understand general issues
in a broader range of objects. Besides, the same method is used for non-Chinese
student groups to obtain their opinions for comparison with the final.
Sample selection
Sampling is central to the practice of qualitative methods (Robinson, 2014).
The survey phase will first use quota sampling strategies to access the sample
population according to nationality easily. According to the research purpose of
this thesis, this can be firstly divided into two main categories: the Chinese group
(type I) and the non-Chinese group (type II). Although in this thesis, the author's
primary concern is the use of Chinese students in the campus environment, the
views of other students also have a specific comparative effect. To get answers
to a wide range of questions, the author will quickly get as much sample data as
possible in the form of an online survey. Due to the number of people using the
campus landscape, the sample size is uncertain. However, for a wide range of
general comments, the minimum number of Type 1 and Type 2 surveys is more
than 100 and 50.
21

Procedure
The survey will be divided into two, one for the non-Chinese community
o n c a m p u s , a n d o n e f o r t h e C h i n e s e c o m m u n i t y. Q u e s t i o n s f ro m
the survey will always be integrated with the theoretical framework.
In the initial open-ended survey question phase, the author will write the
questions into an online survey format and send it to the Chinese community in
the form of social software, the WeChat group and the non-Chinese community
by the Facebook group. The author will indicate the purpose and time
consuming of this survey at the beginning. The collected survey results will be
used as support for later design goals. After the design is completed, the author
will share and discuss the design concept with the third type of sample.

Expect outcome
Through survey and focus group interviews, the author hopes to get the
following information:
(For the non-Chinese community type) Necessary information about how often
and the way they use campus landscapes, whether they feel that the campus
environment has sufficient quality of assisted learning, how much they think
campus landscapes promote social and cultural integration, and the opinion of
how non-Netherlands students can actively use campus landscape.
(For the Chinese community type) Their first impression of the campus, what they
think is different from the Chinese campus, what factors lead to the use or not
use the campus landscape, what factors can motivate them to use.

ZM12

Summary
survey of survey and survey types, population, forms (table 1):

Type

Population

I

Chinese community

>100

For Chinese student types: first impression,
difference, factors leads to use.

II

Non-Chinese community

>50

All: Basic information about students. Their
use, feeling, opinions of internationalized
campus.

III

five volunteers from
category I and ten from
category II

15

Expected outcomes

Incisive view of the construction of an
internationalized campus; help participate in
reflection after my design is completed

table 1. survey summary

22

As new knowledge is continuously inputted in the following literature research
and landscape analysis, the interview questions will be changed continuously
or added. However, the questions will always be combined with the theoretical
framework.
Form

Surveys
(online)

Online
interview due to
COVID-19

2.5.4 References study
This thesis aims to integrate better the Chinese sense of belonging on western
campuses under internationalized trends. In the case of WUR, it is first necessary
to understand how the Chinese community socializes and activates campus
public space in their own country. Secondly, design principles can be carried
out in representative qualities of the most popular Chinese campus. Therefore,
the author will use the reference study method to analyze the five most popular
campuses in China(See Chapter 5 for details). "Chinese most popular campus"
was voted by Chinese Netizens every year. Moreover, related rankings could be
obtained from websites or reports. Instruments: reports and designs of cases,
comments on the website.

Chapter

03

Theoretical
framework
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Theoretical framework

figure 3.1 Theoretical frameworks
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Theoretical framework
3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Dimension 1 - Campus landscape

The central theme of landscape design is to meet the user's functional,
comfortable, aesthetic, healthy, and sustainable needs. Therefore, the key of
planning and designing a new international campus landscape model should
include three considerations, based on the required functions corresponding
to the essential user groups on campus: student groups, all groups on campus
(including students, employees, visiting scholars and researchers), international
student groups (Figure 3.1).

Amir Hajrasouliha, Campus Score: Measure Universities Campus Qualities

First of all, the campus landscape. Research shows that physical campus
characteristics can impact student satisfaction and academic performance. It
should be designed and managed as a restorative environment for students
to reduce their mental fatigue and improve their quality of life and academic
performance (Hajrasouliha, 2016). The research of Campus Scores proposes
the concept of well-designed campus theory, which should be the most
important and fundamental goal of the current campuses worldwide. The
second dimension is the public domain. In addition to providing supportive
learning and a relaxed environment for the students' community, the campus
landscape's essence is the public space. It gives spaces for people with various
jobs from different backgrounds to exchange experiences and promote social
connections between different cultures. The third dimension is place-making. An
internationalized campus's top priority is to involve international students so that
they have a sense of belonging on unfamiliar land. The use of a place-making
strategy will bring the campus landscape's role to the international students to
use it more effectively.

The primary purpose of the campus is to provide a supportive learning
environment. One of the potential impacts of campus physics on students'
quality of life is to help them cope with college life and meet academic
challenges. Some studies have shown that experiential learning can enhance
student engagement, while participatory learning behavior can promote
learning. However, these works focused more on the classroom and the teaching
environment (micro design) than the campus (macro design). Certain macrolevel campus qualities can also impact students' quality of life and academic
performance. For example, research shows t of green spaces on campus, and
the perception of green and restorative environmental are related to the quality
of life of students. At the same time, campuses with a sense of city may enhance
students' awareness of social connections. Previous studies have indicated that
green and social connections are related to student retention rates (Hajrasouliha,
2016).
In recent years, most universities have reinstated the idea of campus

master
planning to achieve their institutional goals, such as attracting more students,
improving the quality of life of existing students and teachers, promoting
learning and research environments, and creating a sustainable environment,
and benefit the surrounding communities. Amir Hajrasouliha believes that
the academic contribution in this field is small, and it is impossible to study
the quality of the campus through evidence. As a result, he selected 103 US
universities as a sample for analysis to generate an index called "campus scores"
by quantifying the campus's physical quality that may affect student retention
and academic performance. According to Amir Hajrasouliha, "well-designed
campuses" are conceptually composed of seven morphological dimensions: a
mix of urbanization, compact, well-connected, well-structured, inhabited green
campuses. In his later research, there was a strong positive correlation between
student retention and graduation rates and three campus qualities: campus
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living, greenness, and urbanism (a composite variable from the perspective of
compactness, connectivity, and context). There are no significant correlations
between the other variables.
Campus living
The author found that the campuses' average statistic scores before the Civil War
were higher than those of the newer campuses. By comparing the "urbanism,"
"greenness," and "campus living" methods, it can be found that the difference
between a historic campus (before the civil war) and a newer campus is mainly
due to its higher living score. Commuter campuses are becoming more common
in the 20th century, which is likely to explain the lower scores of living on newer
campuses.
The advantage of living on campus is that people can save energy on the road. It
is also feasible for the students to feel tired and go back to the dormitory to rest
to restore their strength. Students can also meet with classmates and teachers
more conveniently, participate in discussions and socialize. It is helpful for the
academic performance of the students(figure 3.2).

increases, they are prone to fatigue. Green campuses can create a pleasant
college experience and encourage learning time to socialize on campus,
thus reducing their level of mental fatigue. Walking in a park-like picturesque
campus environment can achieve this effect. Green spaces, bodies of water,
and arboretum were the critical criteria, as was elegant architecture and specific
buildings and areas were then singled out for their outstanding looks (figure 3.3).
Thus the greenness dimension is crucial in a well-designed campus.

figure 3.3 greeness of well-designed campus theory (Hajrasouliha, 2016)

Urbanism
A campus with a sense of city may enhance students' perception and acceptance
of social connections (figure 3.4). In the more diverse and direct spaces of
information, people can generate more communication and ideas. The author
also suggested that visiting a nearby cafe or art gallery, or just viewing the
streetscape can reduce the stress level of students.

figure 3.2 campus living of well-designed campus theory

Greenness
Studies have shown that the existence of green spaces on campus and the
perception of the green and restorative environment of the campus are related
to the quality of life of students. As students' pressure on "direct attention"
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figure 3.4 urbanism of well-designed campus theory (Hajrasouliha, 2016)

Theoretical framework
3.1.2 Dimension 2 - Public domain
Maarteen Hajer & Arnold Reijndorp, In search of new public domain
According to Maarteen and Arnold, the public domain is a "cultural mobility"
venue where people from different backgrounds can share their ideas and
promote new experiences and exchange ideas (2001). the author thinks the
campus is the epitome of the urban public domain. Different people, such as
students, teachers, employees, visitors, business partners, meet here and have
the same and different behaviors and trajectories. However, it's worth noting that
if everyone continues to be busy with or maintaining their small networks and
reduces friction with other groups, this means that the public domain is dead. As
a student and staff who accommodate different cultural backgrounds around the
world, universities aim to exchange ideas that are produced by their academic
background and worldview, and more need to provide them with an excellent
public domain. Therefore, when designing the campus landscape, we must
consider the various behaviors, ideas, and preferences of each group due to the
differences in cultural background and lifestyle.
First of all, this means paying attention to the cultural geography of the campus.
It should not be limited to planning meaningful "places," but should also give
meaningless "non-place" new meanings because people are interested in places
that are easily accessible through a well-connected road network, which is
significant in planning. Second, it is necessary to identify whether the campus's
public space is parochialization and whether it means that certain groups or
certain behaviors are excluded. Third, the authors tend to think that the mix of
functions in public space can provide convenience and generate new value.
They concluded that the design task of the future public domain does not rely
on mixing, but instead creates stitches again, connecting the stitched worlds
and designing the intermediate spaces. Therefore, it is necessary to analyze the
connection between the space of each functional area or different groups.

Cultural Geography Approach
Cultural geography refers to how different cultures are formed according
to geographic (natural) characteristics, regardless of official political/legal
boundaries. For example, people from a geographic region share the same
culture across borders (similar values, etiquette, heroes, symbols). Intervention
in space does not mean that it loses its meaning, but it can also give it new
meaning. For example, the Schouwburgplein designed by Adriaan Geuze is
a new dynamic cultural geography that creates a stage for a variety of young
people. Still, the restoration of traditional industries now provides new slogans
or drives the development of surrounding neighborhoods.
This theory of space creates two concepts of place and non-place. The place is
marked by identity, social relations, and history. Non-place, such as bus stops,
railways, and highways, are often overlooked, but it is the most responsive public
domain concept. Because different people will come together, urban planners'
tasks cannot be limited to the design of public spaces but must be expanded to
include the integration of public spaces and those ambiguous spaces into the
urban collective space system. This theory is reflected in the design of campus
landscapes. Designers should also consider place and non-place on campus.
How to make the overlapping and experiencing interactions of the various
groups in the school on campus is a challenge.
Parochialization of public space
The dominant position of a group in a public space guarantees the vitality and
etiquette of the place; on the other hand, the narrow formation means that
certain groups or certain behaviors are excluded. It is related to the topic of
the internationalized campus landscape. Because it shows that international
students are less likely to use the campus landscape, because of the narrowness
of public space on campus. The authors point out that the core of a successful
public space is not to share space with others, but in the opportunities offered
by the "shift of perspectives." On-campus, the essence of the encounter
between students, teachers, visiting scholars lies in the overlap and exchange
of different social fields. In particular, international students' presence makes all
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the differences and similarities more significant and more attractive. The public
domain of the campus is more important to them. Because in the international
community, they are more likely to be "socially isolated." Therefore, it is necessary
to identify whether public spaces on campus are used and intersected by a wide
range of groups.
Mixing function
It is believed that function mixing can provide more convenience to the
neighborhood. Small-scale functional integration will not cause too much
interference in other areas). Functions are valuable and can produce higher
value. For example, some buildings' decline can be transformed into commercial
activities, thereby becoming profitable real estate. Behavior is the need for
functional editing and planning based on people's behavior. Therefore, the
degree of mixing of functional partitions on campus is significant, such as the
location of dormitories, canteens, and classrooms. Besides, the author suggests
that in addition to the design of transition, intersection, connection, and
intermediate space, there must be more other designs.

3.1.3 Dimension 3: Place-making
Saito Yuriko, Everyday aesthetics
The sudden shift in the environment results in many changes, such as lack of
loved ones, cultural shock, and capital changes, making it more difficult for
international students who live abroad to adapt (Sandhu & Asrabadi, 1994).
Giving international students a sense of belonging is a problem that the
internationalized campus landscape can solve. By helping communities adapt
and thrive in the natural world we built, site creation is based on our growing
environmental awareness (Rethinkurban, n.d.). So "the sense of place" is what
we should pay attention to in campus landscape design. It is used about those
characteristics that make a place special or unique and foster a sense of authentic
human attachment and belonging. Discussing the second question, "what kind of
campus landscape can make Chinese students feel more like home" is to discuss
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what kind of campus landscape features can give them a sense of belonging and
produce "the sense of place."
In Saito Yuriko's "everyday aesthetics," she briefly discussed how the aesthetics
surrounding an object's unique characteristics raise questions about "the sense
of place." Just as the love of the national landscape encourages people's
protection of their attitudes, the attachment of local communities to specific
natural and cultural characteristics has also led to protective measures and
policies. Saito believes that aesthetics affects people's thoughts and actions,
both good and bad, and is considerable. She believes that one of the missions of
everyday aesthetics is to recognize this power and lead it to a better world. She
proposed "aesthetics of distinctive characteristics." She believes that the positive
aesthetic experience is the aesthetics of quintessential characteristics, novelty, or
rarity.
Quintessential characteristics
In Saito's view, we can understand how an object's appearance causes the
definition of its specific object-hood and its features. For example, vegetation
is recognized as the beauty of the composition. Many of the physical causes
that affect their growth also affect their expression. Individuals are considered
beautiful only when they have neat features in the community. As the author
mentioned earlier, objects' unique characteristics can cause people's "sense of
place." Based on this argument, the author believes that it is necessary to analyze
the characteristics of the Chinese campus landscape because it can bring a
certain sense of belonging to Chinese students.
Novelty or rarity
However, such an appreciation of various objects exudes typical characteristics
of each object, denying any aesthetic value to an unusual object, defying the
norm, and possessing abnormal qualities. Saito's view of essential characteristics
aesthetics does not consider this to be the only positive aesthetic experience.
Novelty or rarity is a relative quality. We appreciate the fact that these objects
express their quintessential characteristics vividly, but it is not necessary to rule

Theoretical framework
out aesthetically appreciating other objects that deviate from the expected
norms.
Novelty or rarity is not the essence of the things we should attribute to it, but a
feeling of new things in the heart. It is the relationship between things and our
knowledge. Although it is usually short-lived and will vary according to people's
understanding, Saito believes that we do have an aesthetic understanding of
how particular objects deviate from their norms. The author thinks this is entirely
in line with the concept of a campus that learns and exchanges knowledge. In
the campus landscape, new and rare things appeal to people and encourage
people to talk about them. In the research, such objects can make local students
curious, and Chinese students will have a sense of belonging.

of cultural integration, including the quintessential characteristics in individual
culture as well as the rarity and novelty(In this thesis, this individual culture refers
to Chinese culture). It will promote a sense of place for Chinese students and
make them feel respectful and kind. These feelings help reduce the stress and
anxiety of Chinese students, thereby improving their learning efficiency and
happiness.
I will analyze these potential qualities on selected representative Chinese
campuses to obtain the complete qualities and strategies adopted in subsequent
research.

3.2 Conclusion
The above theories will support the next research, including survey, reference
study, and design. Table 2 shows in detail the theoretical knowledge, research
methods, and research goals of each quality.
Theory one "campus landscape" clearly provides three types of campus quality
from the physical environment aspect, campus living, greenness, and urbanism,
which are required for all colleges' outdoor spaces. These qualities can make
students' learning and life more convenient and integrated and help them
maintain physical and mental health.
The second theory, "public domain," proposes the possible qualities from the
perspective of social connectivity, including the public domain, the cultural
openness of the public area, and the mix of functions. Having these campus
qualities helps promote communication and interaction between multiple
groups, solve the problem of social isolation for international students, and
provide more convenience to the communities.
The third "place-making" proposes potential qualities from the perspective
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Qualities
1.

Campus living

Contents of analysis
Housing location

Known qualities

Purpose

Landscape analysis,

make students' learning and life more

reference analysis

2.

Greenness

Green, topography, water

(from theory 1Campus landscape)

Methods

Landscape analysis,
reference analysis

3.

Urbanism

Accessibility and commerce

convenient and integrated and help them
maintain physical and mental health.

Landscape analysis,
reference analysis

4.
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Use of public

Culture geography: Place & non-

Landscape analysis,

Improving the overlapping and experiencing

domain

place

reference analysis

interactions of the various groups on campus

Cultural

Parochialization of public space:

openness of

using situation of public space by

public space

different cultural groups

Mixed functions

functional zones
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survey

Landscape analysis,
reference analysis

public domain & 3place-making)

Discovering and solving the "social isolation"

7.
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Traditional or representative

characteristics

elements in Chinese campus

of Chinses

landscape

provide more convenience to the groupsx

Reference analysis

students, guiding the topics among both
Western and Eastern culture, improving
social and media connectivity

Novelty or rarity
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Improving the mix of features is thought to

Increasing “the sense of place” of Chinses

campus
8.

problem of international students

summary of qualities of internationalized campus landscape
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Filming

The using frequency
of lawns and gravel
squares in front of the
forum is particularly
high. Moreover, public
space can be well selforganized.
Usually, food
carts will stay
in the gravel
square where
people gather.

The stone benches in the Gravel Square are
wide and long for people arranging, sitting,
and even lying down. However, it is difficult to
communicate between two benches because
of the vast distance, and the placement of the
stone benches is settled.

The using frequency
of stairs and stone
benches by the lake is
very high. People are
more willing to face the
lake.

Students highly
use the place with
benches before
Orion for resting and
interacting.

figure 4.1 phenomenon and anlysis of filming
and observation

The circuits inside the stone
benches of the gravel square
can have more functions,
especially learning equipment.

The intersection in front of
Orion is being busy as a
transportation junction. The
lawn here is also used, but not
as frequency as the lawn in
front of Forum.

For temporary talking, people
tend to lean on the side of
the building or stand in the
corner of the building during
their walking.

The stone belts
which isolates the
road and lawn are
also frequently used
as seats for people.

The big stairs
at the entrance
to the Forum
are popular
meeting
places.

The landscape stools
are well utilized. And the
farther the lawn is from
the building, the fewer
people it is.

The road in the middle of the
front gravel square is not only
considered a road. It is a part of
the square, and people can stay
in the middle of it.

In addition to sitting in the
middle of the lawn, people
are more willing to sit next to
objects, such as sculptures,
trees, and the WUR logo.

People love to
talk and stay
in the bicycle
parking lot for a
while.

The slope of the
little hills at the
back of the Orion
building can be
used as a public
place for leisure.

The lawn can be more
private with some large
trees. People usually sit
under the shadow at
the bottom of the tree.

Landscape analysis
According to the research framework (see figure 2.2), the first two research
questions are to analyze and collect the current problems of the WUR campus
landscape and the views of all users on campus. Therefore, the author adopted
the methods of filming & observation, landscape analysis, and survey. In this
chapter, the data collection and data analysis results obtained using these
methods will be presented. In the next chapter, the popular campus form that
the Chinese community is enamored with will be studied, providing preliminary
design principles for transforming the WUR campus landscape into an
internationalized campus landscape.

4.1 Filming & observation
To answer the first research question, "what is the current situation of the WUR
campus landscape," how users use the outdoor spaces, and their relationship
with the outdoor landscape must be deeply observed. Meanwhile, it is necessary
to understand the campus physical environment thoroughly. This link is aimed
at all the user groups on the campus because the public space is for everyone.
However, also pay attention to the frequency of use of the Chinese student
community. Therefore, the author adopted the observation method and, at the
same time, studied William H. Whyte (1980) using the camera to shoot the film
as the material for repeated observation in the later period.
First, to study the relationship between the users and the outdoor public spaces
of the WUR, the central landscape area is focused on shooting, such as Forum
building, Orion building, including the front of the Gaia buildings group,
because these are the most used places by users. Secondly, to study the outdoor
physical environment of the WUR campus, the author took her camera to
investigate every corner of the university as much as possible. Figure 4.1 shows
some of the essential phenomena I have observed and can be summarized as:
People & bike: The public space near the main building has the most
massive flow of people and bicycles, becoming a transportation hub.

Hard pavement & facility: The usage rate of hard paving and stone benches is
very high.
Use of meeting area: During peak usage periods, the public spaces at the forum
building and Campus plaza entrance are crowded.
Preferred area: People tend to stay and talk for a while beside objects, even if
they sit on the lawn, they will be close to the sculpture or tree roots.
Informal group talks: people like to go outdoors 2-6 people together.
The outdoor learning environment lacks the necessary facilities to study and take
classes outdoors, such as electric plugs, tables, and chairs, screens for classes.
Few Asians: According to observations, very few Asians stay outside, but pass.
These observed relationships between people and the campus and the physical
environment's characteristics reflect people's preferences for using outdoor
spaces on campus and problems and opportunities in campus construction. This
knowledge will lay the foundation for the subsequent design part.

4.2 Landscape analysis
The observation of 4.1 starts with users' behavior on campus and observes the
current status of campus usage. The landscape analysis method can start from
the campus's physical environment to understand the WUR campus landscape
and its real problems. From the theoretical framework, the author has drawn
eight items that constitute the quality of an internationalized campus landscape.
Among them, "campus living", "greenness", "urbanism", "use of the public
domain', "mixed functions" are researched through landscape analysis method
(see table 2). Whether these five aspects of the WUR campus landscape have
reached a good state will be analyzed. Then, where the specific problem lies will
be determined. These results will become an essential basis for transforming the
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figure 4.2 landscape analysis - urbanism - hignway and main roads (regional scale)

WUR campus to an internationalized campus.

4.2.1 Urbanism
From a regional perspective, Wageningen University has a vibrant road network
in the east and south, connecting the surrounding highways (figure 4.2). In
particular, the north-south N781 highway connects to the north Ede-Wageningen
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figure 4.3 landscape analysis - urbanism - motor way (small scale)

railway station, strengthening connections with other cities. However, the
northern part of the university is farmland, and the western part is a residential
area, and there are few first-class roads. It restricts the university's development
to the northwest, resulting in more and more heavy traffic in the eastern roads
and campus entrance.
From a little perspective, the highway that runs through the campus divides the
WUR campus into several pieces, limiting the users' scope of use (figure 4.3).

Landscape analysis

figure 4.4 landscape analysis - urbanism - main bike path (small scale)

figure 4.5 landscape analysis - urbanism - commerce (small scale)

In the design, the integrity and continuity of the campus can be optimized by
changing the road. The main bicycle lanes are distributed along the road, but
they also shuttle through the inner landscape and coincide with the sidewalk
(figure 4.4). It can cause crowding and unfriendly pedestrians (also see 4.).

ideas, promote students' social activities, and reduce anxiety (Hajrasouliha,
2016). The commercial area of the WUR campus is concentrated in the Campus
Plaza in the southeast. Further south, there is a supermarket area mainly based
on Jumbo-Tarthorst Street. There are designated restaurants in the central area
and the buildings in the west and north for the separate use of the building.
According to statistics, plus the Tarthorst Street area, WUR has 18 retail stores,
including 15 restaurants, two supermarkets, and a stationery store (figure

In addition to studying the accessibility of transportation, urbanism must also
study the commercial aspects. Because it helps bring more information and
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4.5). These types of business activities are very
monotonous.

4.2.2 Housing
Living on campus helps reduce commuting time
and convenience for users (Hajrasouliha, 2016).
An analysis of the WUR campus found that there
is only one dormitory inside the campus, Campus
plaza. Near the campus, seven dormitories can
be reached by bicycle, and they are all located
in the southern part of the campus. Some users
live in the Wageningen Center further south. The
northern part of the campus is Ede, with users
concentrated in its city center and Bennekom.
Some users live in larger cities further away, such
as Utrecht and Arnhem. Every day, they arrive at
Ede-Wageningen railway station from their city
by train and then arrive on campus by bicycle or
bus (figure 4.6). It means that on the WUR campus,
the number of dorms cannot meet users' needs.
In terms of housing, the WUR campus does not
provide users with sufficient convenience. It
should strengthen the relationship between the
campus and the surrounding road network when
optimizing the campus plan so that users can
commute more quickly and easily, or increase the
number of dormitories on campus.

figure 4.6 landscape analysis - housing
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Landscape analysis

figure 4.7 landscape analysis - greenness - topography

4.2.3 Greenness
The WUR campus is high in the east and low in the west (figure 4.7). Therefore,
canals and groundwater also flow into the Rhine from east to west (figure 4.8).
Although there is a height difference between the easternmost and westernmost
parts of the campus, the terrain is smooth, which helps driving and cycling.
However, it also makes the terrain inside the campus monotonous.
The lakes inside the campus are all artificial, and ecological wetlands for animals
to inhabit naturally form around the lake (figure 4.9). These need to be preserved
in the design. There are woods in the west and south of the campus and large

figure 4.8 landscape analysis - greenness - water

areas of farmland in the north. The design also needs to guide users to use these
original landscapes, or transform them into usable landscapes (under conditions
permitting development). The north-south wood wall of the campus center is a
protected boulevard, but it has exacerbated the separation between east and
west.

4.2.4 Use of public domain
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figure 4.9 landscape analysis - greenness

figure 4.10 landscape analysis - use of public domain - place & non-place

The public domain of an internationalized campus plays a vital role in the
exchange of ideas because it promotes user socialization. According to the
previous theory lens, "place" is marked by identity, social relations, and history;
"non-place," such as bus stops, railways, and highways, are often overlooked, but
in fact, it is the most responsive public domain concept. Therefore, the author
analyzes the WUR campus through these two public domain concepts.

The author found that, first of all, car parking is mainly distributed along the
highway, which is convenient for car owners. However, the car parking lots cover
a large area, occupying much space around the building and may be used as
a meeting place. In the Gaia complex area, a row of parking lots blocks the
interaction between the users here and the central campus landscape. Second,
the number of existing meeting places is small and crowded during peak
usage periods (see 4.1). Third, the leading bicycle lanes and main sidewalks are
coincident and unfriendly to pedestrians (also see 4.1).
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4.2.5 Mixed functions
The central area of the WUR campus and the north are
all teaching and working areas. The south of the central
area is the mixed zone (restaurant and dormitory) and the
company zone (figure 4.9). Even if the degree of mixing of
these functions is not high, in terms of use, the campus is in a
relatively good state. It is because the campus is elongated,
and the teaching area in the north will not be too far away
from the mixed leisure area in the south. Moreover, in areas
lacking other functions, there are also a few supplements,
such as the cafeteria and cafe in the teaching building.
Emphasis on the degree of mixing of functions is to provide
users with more convenience. Therefore, the design should
also strengthen the connection between North and South
and East and West and supplement the lack of functions.

4.3 Survey

figure 4.11 landscape analysis - mixed function

It is not enough to observe that the Chinese community
rarely uses the campus because this is the author's subjective
speculation. To determine its fact and the reasons, it is
necessary to directly obtain the Chinese community's ideas.
Simultaneously, the non-Chinese community's views on
the campus landscape are equally important because the
campus landscape serves all groups. Understanding their
aspects will help to avoid altogether biasing the Chinese
community in the subsequent renovation design. Here
the author takes the survey method to answer the second
research question: "What affects the non-Chinese community
and Chinese community to use or not to use WUR campus
outdoor landscape?" to gain more views and reduce errors.

Survey
4.3.1 Replies and comparative analysis
In the original plan, at least 100 Chinese community survey answers and 50 nonChinese community survey answers were required. In this thesis, the Chinese
community's views are more critical for the transformation of an internationalized
campus that aims at Chinese culture. Finally received 105 survey answers
from the Chinese group and 25 survey answers from the non-Chinese group.
Although the number of non-Chinese survey answers has not reached the
standard, it does not affect the survey's function in this thesis.
After obtaining the two groups' ideas, the author also made a comparative
analysis of them, reflecting some of the differences in thinking or behavior
between the Chinese and non-Chinese groups (table 3). Most of the items in the
two surveys are the same, which facilitates comparative analysis. The addition
or deletion of specific questions is due to different situations. In the table, 12
comparison questions, which are also significant, are presented, while the rest of
the questions are basic information questions, such as nationality and email. The
complete questions and responses can be viewed in the appendix.
The questions raised by the survey also strictly consider the outcome expected,
so the three theories are used as starting points, which are campus landscape,
public domain, and place-making. The questions raised by the theoretical
"campus landscape" are mainly about the user's perception of the campus's
physical environment. For example, whether the frequency with which they use
the campus is related to their familiarity with the campus, or the place they like,
or why they use outdoor space or not. An additional question for international
students is whether the campus landscape here is different from the campus
landscape in their country.
The questions raised by the theory "public domain" are mainly about the
relationship between users and campus, and their relationship with others in
this environment. For example, they often use outdoor spaces and their views
on the campus's cultural tolerance. In this part, they also raised the question of
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figure 4.12. the favorite places on campus of users

table 3. results of survey and comparative analysis (1st & 2nd pages)

Survey
whether they believe that the Chinese or native groups use the campus outdoor
landscape less than the locals. It is strong evidence to confirm this topic because
it is based on the fact that Chinese groups use campuses less frequently than
Western groups.
According to the theory "place-making', the questions raised mainly focus on the
users' views on transforming into an internationalized campus landscape. For the
Chinese group, a multi-choice question is added: how they want to transform.
Since it is a survey form, considering that the respondents are not necessarily
landscaping architecture majors, the author tries to ask questions in plain
text. Moreover, people usually do not like to spend too much time doing
questionnaires, so the author provides multiple-choice questions or multiplechoice questions at the end and gives a horizontal line for voluntary responses to
the respondents to fill in freely.

4.3.2 Summary

table 3. results of survey and comparative analysis (3rd page)
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The users' responses show that most users believe that the current campus
The users' responses show that most users believe that the current campus
environment provides great learning assistance functions. However, the WUR
campus landscape lacks consideration of the needs of international students.
It is worth noting that the two groups have different opinions on some issues.
Below, the author summarizes the essence of the answers to these two surveys,
the comparative analysis of the answers, and the development opportunities for
these questions.
From the answers to the surveys, it can be determined that Chinese groups use
WUR campus outdoor space less than non-Chinese groups. There is even a third
who thinks that there are too few. They have little or no use of outdoor spaces for
rest or leisure activities. Indeed, some people do not like being close to nature,
but they only account for 12.4%. It shows that most of the objective factors in
the current WUR campus landscape cause Chinese groups not to use outdoor
spaces, rather than entirely subjective factors. Moreover, the Chinese group

believes that the frequency of using the WUR campus landscape is more related
to their familiarity with non-Chinese groups. 17.1% of them think they are utterly
unfamiliar with the WUR campus. It shows that the Chinese community is more
challenging to adapt to on a Western campus like WUR. Most responders in the
Chinese community and other international groups think that their country's
campus is different from the western campus. It shows that the problems that
exist in the Chinese group also exist in other international groups. It reinforces
the importance of the internationalized campus.
From the survey answers, we can also draw the answer to why Chinese groups
use outdoor spaces less. First, the Chinese group is more inclined to go out with
friends, which requires more comfortable outdoor rest facilities and can form a
space for informal talks. However, this point is also recognized by non-Chinese
groups, even if they do not have such a strong desire to use outdoor space with
friends. Besides, there is no apparent difference in the favorite locations of the
two groups. Here are six statistics: the lawn in front of the Orion building, the
square in front of the Forum building, the bridges, lakefront of the Forum, the
lake behind the Lumen building, Campus Plaza, and the sports fields (figure 4.2).
Secondly, 30.5% of the Chinese group believe that some specific groups occupy
the campus outdoor landscape, and more than 40% feel uncomfortable with too
many strangers. It shows that the Chinese community needs more privacy and
more space. Third, the Chinese group thinks that the WUR campus landscape
is not attractive to them more than other non-Chinese groups. They also hope
that WUR will make changes to make themselves more willing to participate in
outdoor spaces. More than half of the Chinese group believes that some foreign
elements on campus will increase their interest in campus, and a third of them
even strongly agree with this. However, only 24% of non-Chinese groups agree
with this view. Therefore, even if the WUR campus lacks exciting elements for the
Chinese community, the willingness and use of the non-Chinese community must
also be considered when transforming the campus. Fourth, for both groups, the
frequency of outdoor space use on campus depends entirely on the weather.
Also, both groups have little or no outdoor learning or related work. It shows that
the outdoor spaces on the WUR campus do not provide facilities to withstand

adverse weather and have sufficient learning support. Finally, through direct
questions to the Chinese community, the author got their most important wishes
for transforming the WUR campus landscape: more familiar elements, more
comfortable rest facilities, more private spaces, and more exciting and attractive
spaces. These are consistent with the display of data. It is worth noting that they
believe that the presence of Chinese elements is not so significant. It also leaves
room for considering other cultural groups while renovating the campus.
In conclusion, for all user groups of the WUR campus landscape, they hope to
have:
1. more comfortable outdoor rest facilities, and can form a space for informal
talks;
2. more outdoor public spaces that can be used in bad weather;
3. more outdoor learning equipment.
The Chinese group hopes to have:
1. more private outdoor spaces;
2. more outdoor public spaces;
3. more attractive campus landscape and outdoor public spaces;
4. more familiar elements in the WUR campus landscape.

4.4 Conclusion
The author found the phenomenon through observation, and obtained the
opinions of the user groups through the survey, and finally determined that the
WUR Chinese group does use less outdoor space on the campus than the nonChinese group. Chinese groups tend to have:
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1) more private campus spaces;
2) campuses with more exciting elements;
3) campuses with familiar elements.
What is needed by all groups is:
1) more outdoor rest facilities;
2) more outdoor meeting space;
3) more space for informal talks with multiple people;
4) more outdoor learning facilities,
5) More outdoor facilities that can withstand adverse weather.
When comparing the answers of the two interviewee types, they found that their
ideas are different, so when transforming the WUR campus landscape into an
internationalized campus landscape, we must also consider the ideas of nonChinese groups.
These conclusions from the survey are also consistent with the conclusions of
landscape analysis and the author's observation. These two analysis methods
finally obtain the other problems of the other WUR campus landscapes:
1) The intersection and overlap of the sidewalks and bicycle lanes on the
campus cause unfriendly to pedestrians;
2) The roads on the campus destroy the campus Unite;
3) The north-south avenue in the center of the campus exacerbates the
separation of the east and west campuses;
4) The strip car park in the south of the Gaia complex hinders access to the
central landscape;
5) the car parking lot occupies too much usable area;
6) the traffic at the entrance to the eastern campus is very congested during
peak hours;
7) the expansion of the campus Restricted;
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8) monotone type of business on campus;
9) Lack of student apartments on campus;
10) Lack of terrain changes on campus.
The author also observed some of the behaviors of people using outdoor spaces
on campus:
1) People like hard paving and stone benches;
2) People like to sit next to objects;
3) People like to use outdoor space with 2-6 people.
The problems and the needs of the user community analyzed in the WUR
campus landscape above will be used as issues to be solved and design vision in
the subsequent research through design links.

Chapter

05

Design principles of
Chinese representative
campus landscape
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figure 5.1 Chinese campus historical line and
five representive campuses at the time with the
main characteristics

5.1 five Chinese campus forms and reference
analysis framework

selected campus
Tsinghua University (1911)

In Chapter 4, through observation, landscape analysis, and survey research
methods, the author obtains the user community's needs on the WUR campus
and the campus landscape problems. However, to transform the WUR campus
into an internationalized campus targeting the Chinese community, it is
necessary to consider what kind of campus environment the Chinese community
adapts to and likes to extract design principles that can be used for reference.

campus form
Axis and courtyard combination; combining with terrain; traditional meets the
west.

The historical process of Chinese campus development can be divided into
five periods: Ancient China, Late Qing Dynasty, Republic of China, People's
Republic of China, Reform, and opening up. For each period, the government
had implemented a corresponding plan for the education system and university
construction because of the different historical, political, and social demands,
which had formed five unique campus types (Xiong, 2014). The author
selected the most representative Chinese campus from each period with the
characteristics of the times and is still popular today for reference analysis (figure
5.1). This data comes from the online voting results of "the most popular Chinese
university campus in 2018," All netizens can vote (table 3):

c. the third period: Republic of China (1912-1949)

selected campus
Wuhan University (1928)

d. the forth period: People's Republic of China (1949-1979)
campus form
I-shaped building; Grand

a. the first peirod: ancient China (~1840)

campus form
Chinese traditional courtyard, which is also called "ancient academy."
selected campus
Yuelu Academy (976)

b. the second period: late Qing Dynasty (1840-1912)
campus form
Triple house courtyard; axis; the "Virginia model."

Table 3. 2018 Top 10 Chinese campus
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Reference study
selected campus
Main building of Tsinghua University (1959)

e. the fifth period: Reform and Opening up
(1979-today)

campus form
free and flexible combination; rich and varied
space-level
selected campus
Xiangshan Central Campus of China Academy of
Art (2007)
It is worth noting that each historical period has
some corresponding campuses, especially the
author selected that are very popular even now.
Although the design concepts of campuses are
different in each historical background, they have
the common qualities we appreciate.

second step, the author will analyze through thematic analysis about the qualities of five each popular and
representative Chinese campus from the "quality of the campus" extracted from the three theories, and what
strategies are used (figure 5.3). In the third step, each school's qualities and strategies to get the common
qualities and corresponding methods to achieve a representative Chinese campus will be integrated. "Quality"
refers to the more profound nature of these campus designs which appeal to their users and other target
groups. It can be a significant factor to summarize the design principles of an internationalized campus aim
the Chinese community, which elaborates in step 3. Due to the length of the analysis of each campus, only the
analysis results are shown in this chapter. All contents can be viewed in appendix 01.
It was also coincidental that eight campuses were from the Republic of China during the "2018 Top 10 popular
Chinese Campus Rankings" (table 3). It means that the Western design concept embedded in the traditional
Chinese campus in this period is more in line with the aesthetics and habits of the Chinese people. In the
modern era after the reform and opening up, it is also apparent that China has begun to pay attention to
the combination of Chinese and Western, traditional and modern in the construction of campus landscape.
The author will discuss the Chinese-Western integration method of the two campus landscapes in these two
periods and the critical factors for success.

At the end of the previous theoretical research
section, the author summarized the known and
potential campus qualities and the methods and
purposes for studying them(see table 2). Based
on this summary, the author will analyze the
five campuses to find their common qualities to
integrate them into the Western campus when
creating an internationalized campus.
The reference study will proceed through three
steps (figure 5.2). First of all, the necessary
information about these five campuses will be
given in the section of "introduction." In the
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figure 5.2 reference analysis framework

5.2 Chinese campus qualities and principles of five
periods
To summarize the most popular Chinese campuses' common qualities in the five
periods, the author classifies the qualities of the five campuses that can constitute
an internationalized campus given by the theoretical framework, and then
divides the qualities and design strategies derived from all the analysis of the
five cases, to the corresponding category. Finally, the author counts the number
of cases has the same quality and performance strategy. If four of the five cases
have the same quality and strategy, it means that the quality is common, and this
strategy is the design principle. Table 4 shows this process and all the results.
These common qualities and strategies are the preliminary design principles of
the internationalized campus landscape (for the Chinese community).

figure 5.3. process of thematical analysis of five selected Chinese campus landscape

Table 4. statistics of the most popular Chinese campuses' common qualities (page 1)

Table 4. statistics of the most popular Chinese campuses' common qualities (page 2)

Choosing site
Pre-step

C

figure 5.4. Chinese campus's representative common
qualities and principles - choosing site

C1: abundant nature resources
involve comprehensive landscape
resources(mountains, water body,
topography, vegetation)

Large-scale design
Large-scale
L
ge-scale
design design
L

C2: high visiting value
Close to famous historical tourism site

C3: academic value of location
Academic resources such as science
park, university town, museum,
institutions nearby

L

figure 5.5. Chinese campus's representative common
qualities and principles - large scale

L1: high
on campus L2: high accessibility
L2: high accessibility
L1: high convenience
onconvenience
campus
L2: high accessibility
L1: high convenience
on campus
Enough inside/nearby
accommodation inside/nearbydeveloped transportation
developed
transportation
network to
Enough accommodation
developed transportation
to
Enough accommodation
inside/nearby
network
to network
campus
campus
center
citycenter or bigger city
campus
city center orcity
bigger
cityor biggercity

5.3 Chinese campus’s representative common
qualities and principles
According to the explanation in 5.2, the design principles of
representative Chinese campuses consist of common quality and
specific performance strategies. It is because most campuses hope to
satisfy an atmosphere but use different design techniques. Therefore,
the author visually displays the common quality and design techniques
of representative Chinese campuses and classifies them according to
site selection (figure 5.4), large scale (figure 5.5), middle scale (figure
5.6), and small scale (figure 5.6). It will become the preliminary design
principle for designing an internationalized campus landscape (aims at
the Chinese community).
Each design principle will be marked in the form of "category-serial
number," such as "S2", "M5", etc. It is to reflect the design principles
used in the subsequent design directly.

Middle-scale design M
figure 5.6. Chinese campus's representative common qualities and principles - middle scale

Middle-scale design M
M1: abundant nature resources
High green rate

M2: respect nature
Preserve original landscape resources

M3: high convenience on campus
Complete commerce function on
campus

ale design
M
Middle-scale
design M
M4: sense of privacy
Dense vegetation provides shades and
shelters

M7: rich landscape experience
7: rich landscape experience
verse building shapesDiverse
create building
more shapes create more
corners,
atrium, corridors, balconies…
rners, atrium, corridors,
balconies…

M5: sense of privacy
Courtyard layout create atrium

M6: rich landscape experience
Sparsely and densely distributed
vegetation

abundant nature resources
M8: abundant natureM8:
resources
Utilize (build on) local landscape
Utilize (build on) local landscape
resources area
resources area

Small-scale design

S

figure 5.7. Chinese campus's representative common qualities and principles - small scale (page one)

Small-scale design
S
S1: high accessibility

Distinct and multiple entrances of
campus

S3: rich landscape experience
Varied landscape outdoor facilities for
staying

S2: rich outdoor walking
experience
High use of hard pavement squares
and wide trails

S4: avoid bad weather
Landscape facilities with roof

Small-scale design

S

figure 5.7. Chinese campus's representative common qualities and principles - small scale (page two)

S5: avoid bad weather
Utilize eave of lobby entrance

Small-scale design

S

S8: remarkable architecture style
Combination of Western & Chinese
style, modern & traditional style

S6: strong commination with nature
Varied shapes of riverbank line

S9: heritage value
Academic value of architecture or
garden style

S7: natural style elements
Traditional wooden construction like
corridors and temples

S10: abundant nature resources
Create rich terrain characteristics
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6.1 Design goals
Wageningen University and Research Institute (WUR) has been rated as the
greenest and most sustainable university in the world in the GreenMetric ranking
compiled by the University of Indonesia (UI) for the second consecutive year
(WUR, 2019).
Every year UI uses surveys and expert teams to determine the rankings of
universities worldwide in energy and climate, waste and recycling, transportation,
and water. The ranking also considers the design and infrastructure of the
campus. In the sustainable education category and the waste and water
categories, the WUR score is 100%. Therefore, WUR is already a well-designed
campus, and transforming it is a considerable challenge. However, after
observation, landscape analysis, and survey, the author found a series of solvable
problems.
Chapter 4.4 summarizes the common problems in the WUR campus landscape
and the needs of all user groups, especially the Chinese community. The
problems and the needs of the user community analyzed in the WUR campus
landscape above will be used as issues to be solved and design vision in the
subsequent research through design links:
Chinese groups tend to have:
1) more private campus spaces;
2) campuses with more exciting elements;
3) campuses with familiar elements.
What is needed by all groups is:
1) more outdoor rest facilities,
2) more outdoor meeting spaces;
3) more space for informal talks with multiple people;
4) more outdoor learning facilities;
5) More outdoor facilities that can withstand adverse weather.

The other problems of the WUR campus landscapes:
1) The intersection and overlap of the sidewalks and bicycle lanes on the
campus cause unfriendly to pedestrians;
2) The roads on the campus destroy the campus Unite.
3) The north-south avenue in the center of the campus exacerbates the
separation of the east and west campuses;
4) The strip car park in the south of the Gaia complex hinders access to the
central landscape;
5) the parking lot occupies too much usable area;
6) the traffic at the entrance to the eastern campus is very congested during
peak hours;
7) the expansion of the campus Restricted;
8) monotone type of business on campus;
9) Lack of student apartments on campus;
10) Lack of terrain changes on campus.
Some of the behaviors of people using outdoor spaces on campus:
1) People like hard paving and stone benches;
2) People like to sit next to objects;
3) People like to use outdoor space with 2-6 people.

6.2 Conceptual plan
In the historical analysis (figure 6.1), the author found that the functions of the
WUR campus and the surrounding neighborhoods are planned, so the campus
has a rigid boundary and is challenging to expand. To cope with the population
growth and space use needs of WUR, the first method that should be adopted is
densification (first phase). Nevertheless, in such a well-designed campus, there
is not much space reserved for densification. Therefore, in the future, the second
phase of expansion is still needed. Historically, the expansion of the Wageningen
and WUR campuses has been oriented northwest, because the northwest
direction is a natural area. The second phase of expansion will also continue
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figure 6.1. historical analysis

Research through Design
this strategy and retain part of the natural landscape as part of the WUR campus to minimize
damage (figure 6.2).

Conceptual plan

Phase 1:
densification

Phase 2:
expanding

Combination of
densification and
expanding

figure 6.2. conceptual plan
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Phase 1: Concept

6.3 Concept
6.3.1 phase one (figure 6.3)

route
re-planning

green
shelter

The design goal of phase one is to meet user groups'
needs in the current WUR campus landscape area and
consider the connection with the second phase.
1. Take the road in the northwest of the campus as the
main road and shunt the current main road in the east to
alleviate the congestion during peak hours. Moreover,
strengthening the greening of the main road, provide
shelter for cyclists, and ease the shortage of dormitory on
campus.

• current green
• current routes
• current campus area

densification

• Move the main road to the edge of
the campus and limit the traffic flow
inside the campus to make the
campus more suitable for pedestrians.

permeate

• Use green corridor to provide shelter
for pedestrians and cyclists, as well
as strengthen connections with other
areas.

unify

2. Re-plan some of the driveways and parking lots inside
the campus to make greening and public spaces more
uniform and accessible.
3. Add forests to the west of the campus's central
landscape, and install some small translucent studios
to densify the campus to alleviate the lack of outdoor
learning facilities and the campus population's response.
4. Add more outdoor meeting spaces and connect them
with the essential landscape nodes on campus with a
walking track. Consider the walk track's entrance and exit,
forming a loop with the second stage's walking track.

• Densify the western part of the
campus central landscape so that it
can be fully utilized.

• A walking track throughout the
central landscape area connects the
main landscape nodes and buildings
on the campus.

figure 6.3 diagrammatic concept - phase one

• Make western part and eastern part
of campus a whole.
• Make the central landscape stronger
connected to the surrounding
buildings.

5. Strengthen the connection between the two separated
landscape areas of the east and the west to make them
whole. At the same time, strengthen the relationship
between the central landscape area and surrounding
buildings.

Phase 2: Concept

6.3.2 phase two (figure 6.4)

expanding

veritical
parking

retain
farmland

The opening of the second phase of the design came
after the first phase's measures could not meet the higher
demand.
1. Expand the area to the north, but retain the farmland
as part of the landscape as a representative concept of
WUR University- a symbol of agriculture and ecology, and
integrate with the landscape of stage one.

• Expand the campus area by
extending to the north to respond to
the increasing number of students
and the shortage of campus
architecture
mbination:
Combination:
Concept
Concept and space.

unify

• Unify
• Unify
the central
the central
greengreen
area area
with with
northern
northern
farmland
farmland
landscape
landscape

• Use vertical parking lot to
minimize floor space

• Retain farmland in the north as
part of the campus landscape
while strengthening the campus
identity symbol

concatenate

• The• new
The walking
new walking
tracktrack
in theinnorth
the north
connects
connects
with the
withexisting
the existing
one in
one
thein the
south,
south,
forming
forming
a cycle.
a cycle.

2. The new building in the north adopts a courtyard
style to create a more enclosed private space such as
an atrium. The shape of the building has also changed
more, enriching the landscape experience. Secondly, the

split

Motor lanes and bicycle lanes are largely parallel and
surround the main landscape site, leaving space for
pedestrians.

figure 6.4 diagrammatic concept - phase two

activity

Programs happen in this pedestrian zone. It
connects the entrances of the campus, the main
entrances and exits of the buildings, the main
interactive spaces, and the main landscape
nodes.

Research through Design
parking lot adopts two vertical parking buildings to concentrate on the digestion
of most parking demand and reduce the parking space.
3. The walking track extends to the north and connects the essential building
entrances, public spaces, and landscape nodes, making the most critical
programs on the campus happen on this road. Finally, it is connected with the
walking track of the first stage to form a cycle.
4. Separate the bike lane and sidewalk. The bicycle lanes drive on the border of
the campus as much as possible, and the internal landscape will be reserved for
pedestrians.

6.4 Masterplan 1:5000 (figrue 6.5)
Use a walking track that connects the entrance to the WUR campus, the most
important buildings, important landscape nodes, and public event spaces where
exciting events occur, enriching the pedestrian's outdoor landscape experience,
making it more attractive to the Chinese group; The accessibility of the landscape
is more substantial, making the campus more integrated.
Because of the transformation of the existing campus landscape of WUR, the
renovation plan retains the original landscape form, such as lakes, street trees,
and road textures. Although the roads on the WUR campus limit the accessibility
of the campus landscape to a certain extent, this refers to Bornsesteeg and
Droevendaalsesteeg. However, considering the user's convenience, the author
did not directly cancel these two roads but remove the parking lots along
the road. Use the original parking spaces they provide to limit traffic, ease
congestion, and make the room as part of the available landscape. Moreover,
setting up new roads and vertical parking lots in the north to divert traffic and
parking spaces.
The farmland landscape in the north has also been preserved for the most part,
which can well reflect the characteristics of WUR University as the best university
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of agriculture and food technology. The walking track is also a narrow, higher
than crops shuttled in the farmland to minimize its area of the farmland. Several
new buildings have been built in this area, all of which exist in various forms to
create more corners for interaction with the landscape. The author also retains
the open atmosphere of the farmland, and thick forests are rarely planted in
this area. Standing on the transparent corridor between the two buildings is like
suspending above the farmland.
Besides, the main existing public spaces are only the plaza and lawn in front of
Campus Plaza, Forum, and Orion. In previous research, the author found that
people love hard paving and outdoor rest facilities, which WUR campus lacks.
So the author added public space in the main building during the transforming
and connected them with other programs by walking track, such as a wooden
platform set by the lake, a wooden bridge with a roof added, outdoor theater,
events plaza in the empty place of vertical parking, woodland studio zone.

figure 6.5 master plan 1:5000

6.4.1 program (figure 6.6)
Exciting items in the transformed campus
landscape will all happen on this walking track.
First of all, this is to encourage campus users
to participate in the landscape more easily.
Second, the project can be distributed more
frequently on campus, reducing the waste of
land.
The main programs are farmland landscape
(for enjoying the sight), events plaza, forest,
woodland studio & plaza, plaza & wooden
terrace, plaza & events zone, outdoor theater,
garden, and back garden.

figure 6.6 programs on the walking track

Research through Design
6.5 How the representative Chinese campus
landscape design principles work in the design

Legend / example:

In this part, the author will use different forms of analysis diagrams in site design
to show how the representative Chinese campus landscape design principles
are applied to the design.
The author will reveal them using the small boxes with "letters + numbers" to
refer to each specific design principle. The orange, yellow, and blue boxes
respectively correspond to large-scale(L), middle-scale(M), and small-scale(S)
design principles. The numbers represent their serial numbers. It is consistent
with the arrangement in section 5.3. After marking the Chinese campus
design principles used in the transformation of WUR design, the author will
introduce the transformation method in detail. The words in the color grey are
the principles of Chinese campus design, and the black words in the grey box
explain the design techniques. The legend and example can be seen in figure 6.7.
Besides, this case is a transformation design at Wageningen University, and there
is no site selection process. Therefore, the pre-step in the Chinese campus's
design principles has not been reflected in this design.

L1
L1

M2

S6

enough accommodation inside/
nearby campus

Use green corridors to provide
shelter for the main road.

figure 6.7 legend and example of design principle sign
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L1

enough accommodation inside/nearby
campus

L2

developed transportation network to city
center or other big cities

Use green corridors to provide shelter
for the main road and strenghen the
relationship to the surrounding and bigger
cities.

The author uses green corridors to provide
shelter for the main road (figure 6.8). Because
cycling is the most cost-effective and most
convenient mode of transportation in the
Netherlands, it is mostly used by students to
commute. Providing convenience for cyclists
means shortening the distance they imagined
from campus to dormitory, campus to the city
center, campus to the transportation hub, and
other cities. It helps alleviate the shortage of
dormitories on campus and the saturation of
surrounding dormitories. Even extend the route
to further cities. It also helps to strengthen the
close connection between the campus and the
big city.
figure 6.8 domitories on WUR campus & new green corridors & transportation net
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M3

Complete commerce function on
campus

Maintain the current status of the store and
add a new consumer center in the newly
built area.

M6

Sparsely and densely distributed
vegetation

M1

High green rate

M2

Preserve original landscape resources

Keep the original landscape resources.
Pay attention to the tense relationship of
vegetation layout and green coverage.

The exploded map in picture 6.9 reflects
each layer of the WUR campus is planning
after the transformation on the middle scale,
including the types of landscape resources,
tree distribution, roads, and commerce. Keep
existing landscape resources, such as water
bodies, farmland, and street trees. At the same
time, pay attention to the tense relationship
of vegetation layout and green coverage to
create a more luxurious landscape experience
and a natural atmosphere. These are the
characteristics that Chinese campuses value.
In order to solve the problem of analysis of WUR
obtained through research, a walking track is
used to connect the main public spaces and the
building entrances (will be explained in detail
in 6.*). Secondly, in order to solve the problem
of complex bicycle traffic and unfriendly to
pedestrians on campus, paths of pedestrians
and bicycles are separated. At the same time,
vertical parking lots will be built in new areas to
reduce the parking lot area.
figure 6.9 explosive view of the design

Site Design 1 - Forum front
6.6 Site design
The author selected three of the most representative WUR renovation sites for
detailed visualization, first of all, to show how the small and meddle-scale design
principles of Chinese campuses are used. Secondly, it reflects how this design
solves the problems currently faced by WUR and how to meet the needs of
users.

6.6.1 Forum front
The first location is the area in front of the Forum building. Forum is one of the
leading teaching buildings of Wageningen University. The high concentration of
users makes the public space in the south of the campus the busiest place. It is
also because this public domain is the most crucial entrance and exit for bicycles
and pedestrians, and it is also located in the center of the entire campus, serving
as a transition and transportation hub. The forum front is taken as typical because
it contains many design problems summarized in section 6.1:
1) The intersection and overlap of the sidewalks and bicycle lanes on the
campus cause unfriendly to pedestrians;
2) The parking lot occupies too much usable area;
3) Lack of terrain changes on campus;
4) Lack of outdoor rest facilities;
5) Lack of outdoor meeting spaces;
6) Lack of space for informal talks with multiple people;
7) Lack of outdoor facilities that can withstand adverse weather;
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8) The public space is not private enough for the Chinese community;
9) There are no elements familiar to the Chinese community.
Figure 6.10 graphically shows how the reformed design solves the problems
mentioned above. The design methods are as follows:
1) To enable pedestrians to walk freely in this bustling public area, the author
adopted a planning method that separates pedestrians and biking lanes without
avoiding bicycles. After reconstruction, the bicycle lane passes along the motor
lane from the north of the Forum, which makes the bicycle lane straighter and
faster;
2) The existing bicycle parking lots in the south and east of the building,
and the motor vehicle parking lot in the west, occupy a large area. Due to the
bicycle lanes' replanning, the bicycle parking lots were moved to the north of the
building. Move the motor vehicle parking lot to the newly built vertical parking
lot opposite the northern highway to make way for public activity space;
3) There is a three-step height difference between the newly-built lakeside
terrace and the ground, which is because the terrace is floating on the lake;
4) Build more rest facilities, including stone benches, and terrace steps can
also be used as rest places;
5) The area vacated by the parking lot and the terrace by the lake is used as
newly added public activity spaces for users (figure 6.11).
6) Set the sitting stool in the form of concentric circles composed of three-layer
curved stone stools, which is more suitable for the mode of group conversation;
7) Each concentric circle is a unit, and each unit has a transparent material roof,

which can solve the problem of using in rainy and windy days.
Figure 6.10 also marked the application of Chinese campus design principles in
the transformation design of this area:

structure of the bridge and added a roof of the same material to become a
unique "wind-rain bridge" in China. This kind of bridge can also play a role in
sheltering the rain and shade, allowing users to extend their stay (figure 6.12).

S5: In the representative campus in China, the lobby of the building is a place
with a massive flow of people, so the utilization rate is particularly high. Usually,
the lobby's eaves will extend outwards, playing a transitional function between
indoor and outdoor. At the same time, it can provide a space for shelter from rain
and shade.

S6: The lakes in representative Chinese campuses usually have tortuous
shorelines. It is because it looks more natural and can create more design space.

In the WUR campus transformation design, since the building already exists, it
cannot be modified and can only be added externally. In this design, the author
uses a temporary fiber material eaves. Its advantages are that it can achieve the
effect of sheltering rain and shade, and it can also be used and removed at any
time, and it has strong sustainability.

The main advantages of the transformed area are:

S3: The design of Chinese campuses pays special attention to multi-form
outdoor recreational facilities. For example, in addition to natural stone benches,
there are pavilions, promenades, and other structures to provide users with more
choices and experiences.
In this design, the aforementioned concentric circle unit stools enrich the types
of recreational facilities on the WUR campus. This facility uses the method of
arranging wooden slats as a wall, turning it into a semi-enclosed space, providing
privacy for users in it (figure 6.13).

The lake shoreline in the WUR campus is smooth, so the author makes it rich in
changes by adding terraces.

1) A larger area and more pieces of lawn for autonomous organization;
2) The larger hard paving area can hold small markets, such as selling secondhand goods, handmade products, and food;
3) More space for informal meetings;
4) More outdoor resting space;
5) There are outdoor sitting facilities that can be used in the rainy days;
6) Waterproof outdoor facilities are equipped with sufficient charging and
network cable sockets to provide outdoor learning conditions.

S7: A common feature of representative Chinese campuses is the exquisite
traditional architecture, which makes them have historical and academic value.
The traditional Chinese buildings are basically wooden structures.
However, the WUR campus is a modern Western style. In the survey, some
respondents are interested in campuses with Chinese elements. Therefore, in
this design, the author made a transformation based on the original wooden
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figure 6.10 transformation for Forum front area

Site Design 1 - Forum front
Before

Before

After

After

figure 6.11 transformation for car parking lot on the western side of Forum

figure 6.12 transformation for the bridge
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figure 6.13 rendering of the public space in front of the Forum building

Site Design 2 - Woodland Studio Area
6.6.2 Woodland studio area

one of the most beautiful sceneries on the WUR campus.

The second location chosen for display was the open space west of Impulse in
Stippeneng. This area is large, and all sides face important teaching buildings and
companies. However, the lack of planning in this area resulted in very few people
using it. Its planning does not have complicated problems like the Forum area,
only a little planning and modification are required. This location in Stippeneng is
considered typical because it has the following problems summarized in 6.1:

Figure 6.14 also marked the application of Chinese campus design principles in
the transformation design of this area:

1) Lack of space for informal talks with multiple people;
2) Lack of outdoor learning facilities;
3) Lack of outdoor facilities that can withstand adverse weather;
4) For the Chinese community, the current public space lacks privacy;
5) Lack of exciting elements for the Chinese community.
Figure 6.14 graphically shows how the reformed design solves the problems
mentioned above:
This area has been transformed into woodland after transformation, and several
independent small studios are placed in the area, with transparent glass material
and wooden eaves roof, giving people the feeling of being hidden in nature.
Each studio has two floors, and each floor is 40 square meters. The bottom layer
is open to all users, and any activities can be carried out in it, including formal or
informal meetings, reporting temporary exhibitions or events. The second floor
of the studio needs to be booked in advance, mainly for activities that require
quiet and private spaces such as meetings, self-study, and reporting. These
independent studios are identical in structure and design. Their advantage is that
they can be constructed by prefabrication and assembly, which is convenient and
fast. Such enclosed structures also provide resistance to various lousy weather
conditions outdoors, including thunder and lightning, strong winds, rain and
snow, and sun exposure. It also solves the problem that Chinese groups believe
that the current campus lacks a sense of privacy. The woodland studio, which is
closely integrated with nature, will become one of the most critical projects and

S4: Outdoor structures with roofs, such as pavilions, corridors, and wind and
rain bridges, are usually used in Chinese campuses' landscape design. It is to
be able to be outdoor in the rain. Many Chinese literary and artistic works have
shown pictures of being in a stone pavilion on a rainy day.
In this design, the ground bicycle parking lot is designed with a translucent glass
cover, which can provide convenience in rain and snow. Secondly, as an outdoor
learning facility, independent woodland studios are also a fully enclosed form.
S2: Chinese campus landscape design pays great attention to rich walking
experience and has a preference for hard pavement, squares, or relatively wide
paths.
The author made a strip-shaped square running north-south along the arc of
the lake. It is also connected to the walking track that runs through the entire
campus. Dense woods are planted on both sides of the square, and the studio
is in these woods. This square serves as a place where people from all directions
converge and communicate.
M4: In the landscape design of Chinese campuses, dense high vegetation is
often used to create shadows and shelter, creating a sense of privacy.
It is also the reason why the author chose to build this area into woodland.
Especially for structures made of transparent materials prone to overheating
in hot weather, dense and tall trees can absorb light and cool the ground and
structures.
The main advantages of the transformed area are:
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figure 6.14 transformation for Stippeneng area

Site Design 2 - Woodland Studio Area

1) There are more places where temporary events can be held. The strip square
in the center serves as a key area for new crowds and interaction (figure 6.16).

Before

2) The dense and tall trees provide conditions for users to use hammocks
independently;
3) The independent, transparent studio provides conditions for learning in the
campus landscape, which can be mainly used as a place for self-study, reporting,
and formal or informal conversation;
4) The bicycle parking lot with the roof can also ensure that users can use clean
and dry bicycles in rain and snow;
5) The combination of woodland and studio has become one of the
characteristics of the WUR campus landscape, which become attractive to the
passing people (figure 6.15).

After

figure 6.15 transformation for Stippeneng (woodland studio area)
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figure 6.16 rendering of the woodland studio area

Site Design 3 - Nothern Farmland Area
6.6.3 Northern farmland area
The third most representative place is the farmland area in the north. This area
is currently under agricultural planting, and only from the middle is a road
connecting to the greenhouse area in the north of the WUR campus. Considering
that the campus will have higher pressure in the future from the number of
students and scarcity of space, the author takes the second stage of the design
as an expansion. Expanding north and preserving the farmland landscape is
an appropriate choice. It not only eases the pressure faced by WUR but also
highlights the unique characteristics of the university concept-agriculture.
This area is typical because it is equivalent to a newly developed area and is
the second phase of the WUR campus. It is an independent area and needs
to be perfectly integrated with the first phase. It requires this area to meet all
the needs of a well-designed internationalized campus and complement the
first phase of the area. The advantage of designing in this area is that it can be
more freely than a transformation design. With more opportunities to apply the
principles of Chinese campus design, there is a higher possibility of achieving an
internationalized campus. Figure 6.17 shows the planning and design of this area
with images to meet the design requirements in 6.1:
1) In order to make the outdoor space of the entire campus more friendly to
pedestrians, this new design adopts the planning method of separation of
people and vehicles. A single walking track for pedestrians runs through the
entire campus and connects all buildings and public spaces. The bicycle lane
runs parallel to the roadway. Therefore, considering the convenience of parking,
newly-built buildings are set along the highway;

indoor bicycle parking lots. At the same time, it is also a long-term plan to meet
higher user needs. It also makes the appearance of the vertical parking lot
more room for design play, and at the same time becomes another teaching
feature of WUR besides the unique farmland landscape—to be at the forefront of
technology;
4) Part of the building has an empty-space design. The ground of the empty
space is designed as a public area, creating conditions for outdoor activities in
bad weather;
5) The public space around each building is matched with lawn and hard
pavement. The pedestrians' walking track connects them so that the public
space of the campus strengthens the encounter and exchange of different user
groups and cultural backgrounds through crowd flow.
6) The area passed by the walking track presents a state of "loose-tight-loosetight." "Pine" refers to the open farmland landscape. "Tight" refers to the public
space where the flow of people is concentrated (figure 6.18).
Figure 6.17 also marked the application of Chinese campus design principles in
the transformation design of this area:
M2&S9: The Chinese campus landscape design preserves the original
landscape resources as a way to respect nature. They also value the educational
and heritage values of
 campus architecture or landscape style because these are
essential factors that make the campus attractive.

2) Try to make new buildings and supporting facilities on the ground occupies
as little farmland area as possible, to only meet the standards of the building
supporting public space. It is to preserve the farmland landscape better;

In WUR's transformation design, the preservation of farmland landscape is the
application of these two principles. Even if the campus has natural scenery, it
reflects the characteristics of WUR, an agricultural university.

3) For avoiding the situation of wasting land for parking rather than human
activity, this newly planned area contains two vertical car parking lots and some

M7: Chinese campus design emphasizes the use of diversified architectural
forms to create more changes to enrich people's landscape experience.
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Site Design 3 - Nothern Farmland Area
For application and this design principle, the parking garage part of this area
adopts the form of a vertical parking lot. Moreover, between the two main
teaching buildings, a transparent glass corridor is used to connect the upper
floors. People walking on the glass corridors have the feeling of floating above
the farmland (figure 6.19).

site for related professions.

M3: Representative campuses in China have a high degree of convenience,
including complete commercial functions on campus, such as stationery shops,
supermarkets, restaurants, coffee shops, and leisure places.

3) The vast area and the beautiful natural scenery make the walking track
especially suitable for jogging or walking the dog.

This newly developed area is the same as the first phase of the southern
campus, with restaurants and stationery stores arranged inside each building.
Nevertheless, the difference is that there is a more extensive commercial
venue, a complex that gathers various restaurants, cafes, small cinemas, and
supermarkets. This complex will be built as the "idea center" of WUR because
it is most capable of gathering people to meet and interact here when people
need to rest, such as dinner and afternoon tea.
S2&M5: The most popular university campus in China has a vibrant outdoor
walking experience. Therefore, users in Chinese universities prefer hard
pavement or spacious paths. They also require privacy in outdoor spaces.
Therefore, in architectural design, the structure of a courtyard is usually used
to create a semi-open atrium enclosed on three sides and open on one side.
Furthermore, this atrium is used as the main public activity space.
Therefore, in this area's design, the building complex also adopts the form of a
courtyard. Moreover, the atrium is a plaza with the hard pavement.
The main advantages of the transformed area are:
1) The preserved farmland landscape will serve as the brand and symbol of WUR
University. It will improve the competitiveness of the campus and the pride of the
user community. At the same time, this farmland can be used as an experimental
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2) The "Idea Center" commercial complex will enrich the dining experience of
campus users. Furthermore, have the ability to attract users here during the peak
period of user rest to generate more social interaction.

4) The glass corridor suspended above the farmland is ten meters wide and long
and narrow. It can be used for temporary exhibitions or reporting activities.
5) This area has a more post-modern architectural style. For example, the vertical
parking lot represents a sense of advanced technology.

figure 6.17 transformation for northern farmland area

figure 6.18 walking track shuttles through the farmland, connecting various public activity spaces

figure 6.19 rendering of the glass path suspended in the air

6.7 Walking track
This new walking track is the key to making
the WUR campus as a whole. It is provided for
pedestrians or runners, connecting the most
critical public activity spaces, building entrances
and exits of the campus after the transformation,
and forming a loop. It improves the accessibility
of each area and reduces space waste. Moreover,
w a l k i n g t ra c k i s a c o n n e c t i o n o f d i v e r s e
elements. Pedestrians can get rich landscape
experience by following its guidance. Moreover,
this is one of the most important Chinese
campuses ' principles. In this part, the author will
show representative walking track's landscape
experience through fifteen sections (figure 6.20
~ figure 6.35).

figure 6.20 fifteen representative locations of the walking track

Section A-A'

figure 6.21

In the woodland studio
area, people are in the
woods but can see the
lake, the transparent glass
studio, and the reflection
of sunlight brought by the
glass through the gaps
between the trunks of the
trees.

Section B-B'

figure 6.22

Section A-A' is close to a
relatively open lake and is
a semi-private atmosphere.
Therefore, the part close
to the inland has a more
private sense of being
hidden in the forest.

Section C-C'
figure 6.23

A spacious walking track
replaces the parking lot
i n t h e w e s t o f Fo r u m .
Coupled with the newly
added hydrophilic
platform, it provides a
broader feeling, beautiful
s c e n e r y, a n d a l a r g e r
leisure space.

Section D-D'
figure 6.24

Early filming and
observation studies
found that people like
to stay beside objects
or buildings. Therefore,
a lawn is set up along
the Forum to replace the
current bicycle parking
lot. The expansion of
the public activity space
alleviated the congestion
problem in the square in
front of the Forum.

Section E-E'

figure 6.25

A few steps connect the
roofed bridge and the
water platform. It creates
a height difference and
enriches the elements of
the campus landscape.

Section F-F'
figure 6.26

People walking here can
see trees and lakes to the
west, and to the east, they
can see the vast lawn used
for temporary large-scale
events.

Section G-G'
figure 6.27

Use fragmented
green spaces in
the same direction
to strengthen the
connection between
the Gaia building
a n d t h e s o u t h ern
campus landscape.
Fragmented green
spaces with trees
provide a more
private and informal
communication
space.

Section H-H'
figure 6.28

This site retains the bicycle parking lot in the west but adds a 10-meter
high barrier on the outer edge. In the east, a small hill is retained as an
open-air theater. This high barrier can not only shape the skyline and
block the unsightly large bicycle parking lot but also serve as a screen for
the eastern open-air theater.

Section I-I'
figure 6.29

The landscape
experience at this
location is a pure
feeling of walking in
the forest, without
additional structures
or other landscape
types.

Section J-J'
figure 6.30

Widen the middle part of the bridge
across the transnational lake to create a
platform for pedestrians to stay on the
water.

Section K-K'

figure 6.31

This area is the transitional area between the first phase and the second
phase of the campus. It is a landscape that combines lawns, cluster trees,
and farmland. The walking track here is 20 meters wide and serves as a
public activity space in the back garden of the users in the western and
southern buildings.

Section L-L'
figure 6.32

This section is a typical
representative of the
second phase of the
campus landscape. It
shows the relationship
between motor vehicle
lanes and bicycle lanes
and trees. It also shows
the walking track placed
in the farmland. For
pedestrians and cyclists,
the landscape here is
natural and open.

Section M-M'

figure 6.33

This section shows the building pillars in the second phase of the campus and the
utilization of empty space.

Section N-N'
figure 6.34

This section shows the form of the walking
track from farmland to building. It can be used
as a passage and as a public activity space
outside the building and a node where people
meet from the north and south.

Section O-O'
figure 6.35

This section shows how to use the space of the empty space below the
vertical car park building. Because this space is rainproof and windproof,
it can hold longer than temporary short-term events, such as exhibitions
and artistic creations of about a week.

6.8 Assessment
In this section, the author collected the views and opinions of five people of non-Chinese groups and ten people from Chinese groups on the WUR campus landscape after
transforming by applying these Chinese campus design principles. However, because of COVID-19, the original focus groups had problems meeting or going online at the same
time. Therefore, the author used the form of sending a pdf containing essential information (general thesis background & Chinese campus design principles & transformation of WUR
campus & survey) to the members of the focus group to make them understand the design as much as possible, and answered "(through this design method) can the transformed
campus increase your frequency of using the campus? " It is worth noting that these fifteen respondents all major in landscape architecture. It is because the professionalism and
opinions of colleagues are more efficient in this special situation that cannot be explained in person.
Through the analysis of the five most popular Chinese campuses, the 23 most representative Chinese campus design principles have been summarized (see section 5.3). To facilitate
the respondents and collect the most relevant information, the content and questions described in the pdf pages should be within limited control. Therefore, the author divides these
23 design principles into three categories:
1. rely on traditional Chinese style and Chinese unique condition:
C2 - high visiting value: close to famous historical tourism site;
S8 - remarkable architecture style: combination of Western & Chinese style, modern & traditional style.
These two Chinese campus design principles are mainly to increase campus attractiveness to the outside and enhance the pride of the users on the campus. They are more from
the designer's point of view and rely on Chinese urban planning principles. Nevertheless, they play an essential role in shaping the most popular Chinese campus so that they
can be used as a reference.

Non-Chinese

Chinese

Non-Chinese

Chinese

figure 6.36 results of opinions from focus groups

Assessment
2. conventional and general principles:
C1 - abundant nature resource: involve comprehensive landscape resources
(mountains, water body, topography, vegetation);
C3 - academic value of location: Academic resources such as science park,
university town, museum, institutions nearby;
L1 - high convenience on campus: enough accommodation inside/nearby
campus;
L2 - high accessibility: developed transportation network to city center or
bigger city;
M1 - abundant nature resources: high green rate;
M6 - rich landscape experience: sparsely and densely distributed vegetation;
M8 - abundant nature resources utilize (build on) local landscape resources
area;
S1 - high accessibility: distinct and multiple entrances of campus.
These eight Chinese campus design principles are fundamental. They are
common in landscape design and planning around the world and are not
controversial. Therefore, these eight principles do not participate in this
assessment.
3. need to combine users' preference with design:
M2 - respect nature: preserve original landscape resources;
M3 - high convenience on campus: complete commerce function on
campus;
M4 - sense of privacy: ense vegetation provides shades and shelters;
M5 - sense of privacy: courtyard layout create atrium;
M7 - rich landscape experience: diverse building shapes create more
corners, atrium, corridors, balconies;
S2 - rich outdoor walking experience: high use of hard pavement squares
and wide trails;
S3 - rich landscape experience: varied landscape outdoor facilities for
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staying;
S4 - avoid bad weather: landscape facilities with roof;
S5 - avoid bad weather: utilize eave of lobby entrance;
S6 - strong commination with nature: varied shapes of riverbank line;
S7 - natural style elements: traditional wooden construction like corridors
and temples;
S9 - heritage value: academic value of architecture or garden style;
S10 - abundant nature resources: create rich terrain characteristics.
These thirteen Chinese campus design principles need to be applied to
the design of specific projects before they can be judged because they
need to be based on the preferences and needs of the user group. In this
focus group assessment session, the author provided the respondents with
detailed designs that applied these principles, and asked them to give the
score to the question "(through this design method) can the transformed
campus increase your frequency of using the campus?", and write down
different opinions and suggestions.
The author conducts a separate collection of information for non-Chinese groups
and Chinese groups to facilitate a comparison of the same or different ideas of
the two groups. Two focus groups rated the application of the thirteen Chinese
campus design principles in the WUR campus(see figure 6.36). If more than
half of the people choose 4 "agree" to 5" strongly agree," the Chinese campus
design principles are applicable on the campus of a Western country university.
According to this criterion, only two of the thirteen Chinese design principles
were considered unfeasible by more than half of the people. They disagreed
with the design or believed such a design would not increase their frequency of
use of WUR campus:
S5 - avoid bad weather: utilize eave of lobby entrance:
The design of the entrance of a representative university campus in China often
has eaves protruding a few meters outward, which serves as a transitional area

between outdoor and indoor, providing a space at the entrance that can escape
bad weather. When transforming the WUR campus, the author chose to add an
external construction because the building could not be changed.

the WUR campus landscape elements. However, the bridge here is not suitable
to be transformed into a wind and rain bridge, because it is a relevant passage,
and its primary function is to let people pass rather than stay.

Respondents of non-Chinese group who deny the application of this principle
to the WUR campus believe that this additional construction outside of the
building will destroy the distinctive facade and entrance design of the building
itself. Moreover, this temporary tensile installation may be resistant to rain, but it
is challenging to support windy weather in the Netherlands. The Chinese group
who disagrees with this design hope that it is not the way to add structures
externally, but should be considered when the building is first built.
S7 - natural style elements: traditional Chinese wooden construction like
corridors and temples
This Chinese campus design principle is also about incorporating traditional
Chinese design. However, the difference between it and the first category is
that it is a design added in the later stage of the project, rather than the external
conditions planned and impossible to change early, such as the surrounding
historical sites. When collecting the Chinese community's views in the early
survey session, 37.1% of people thought that adding Chinese elements to
Western campuses would make them feel friendly. There are also 43.8% of
Chinese groups who believe that adding traditional and familiar plants or
structures will encourage them to use campus outdoor space more frequently
(Table 3). Therefore, in the transformation of WUR, the author added a roof of
the same material as the bridge body to the bridge on the lake between Forum
building and Orion building, turning it into a traditional Chinese unique structure
"Wind-rain Bridge."
Respondents from non-Chinese groups who disagree with applying this
Chinese design principle to the WUR campus believe that such an overly natural
construction will destroy the overall very modern and robust style of WUR. They
also think that adding a roof may block the flow line to the building. Respondents
from the Chinese group who disagreed with this design believed it would enrich
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Conclusion
7.1. Conclusion
SQ1. What is the current situation of the WUR campus
landscape?

central landscape;
5. The car parking lot occupies too much usable area;
6. The traffic at the entrance to the eastern campus is very congested during
peak hours;
7. The expansion of the campus Restricted
8. Monotone type of business on campus;
9. Lack of student apartments on campus;
10. Lack of terrain changes on campus.

The first two sub-questions are dedicated to finding the existing problems in
the current design of the WUR campus landscape and whether it meets the
conditions of an internationalized campus. The first sub-question is from the
perspective of the physical landscape environment of the WUR campus. The
second sub-question is to start with the users' experience and needs of the
campus landscape. It helps to combine with the users' needs in the second subquestion and provide design direction in the fourth design question.

The author also observed some of the behaviors of people using outdoor spaces
on campus:

From the three theories "campus landscape," "public domain" and "placemaking" that constitute an internationalized campus, the author summarizes the
eight qualities: adequate campus accommodation, abundant green resources,
and urbanism (high accessibility and commercial convenience), use of the
public domain, cultural openness of public space, mixed functions, typical
characteristics of popular campuses (this thesis studies the famous campus
landscape in China), rarity and novelty (see table 2). Satisfying these qualities
means meeting the conditions of an internationalized campus.

SQ2. What affects the non-Chinese community and Chinese
community to use or not to use the WUR campus outdoor
landscape?

The author analyzes the five aspects through the method of landscape analysis:
campus accommodation, greening, urbanism, public space use, and functional
mixing, and gets a series of problems:
1. The intersection and overlap of the sidewalks and bicycle lanes on the
campus cause unfriendly to pedestrians;
2. The roads on the campus destroy the campus Unite;
3. The north-south avenue in the center of the campus exacerbates the
separation of the east and west campuses;
4. The strip car park in the south of the Gaia complex hinders access to the

1. People like hard paving and stone benches;
2. People like to sit next to objects;
3. People like to use outdoor space with 2-6 people.

This sub-question is from the perspective of users of the WUR campus
landscape, collecting their most current views and usage of the outdoor space
on the campus. It also confirms the existence of the phenomenon that "Chinese
groups use less outdoor space on campus than Western groups" obtained by
the author's original observation method.
Chinese groups tend to have:
1. more private campus spaces;
2. campuses with more exciting elements;
3. campuses with familiar elements.
What are needed by all the user groups are:
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1. more outdoor rest facilities,
2. more outdoor meeting space;
3. more space for informal talks with multiple people;
4. more outdoor learning facilities;
5. more outdoor facilities that can withstand adverse weather.
The difference between the two user groups' needs for the use of WUR campus
landscape also means that the design principles of the Chinese campus should
be integrated into the following design part while meeting the needs of nonChinese groups.

SQ3. What types of campus landscapes are enjoyed by the
Chinese community?
This thesis aims to explore a set of design principles for the internationalized
campus landscape for the Chinese community. In the second sub-question,
it was determined that the Chinese group on the WUR campus uses less
outdoor space on the campus than the non-Chinese group, and after finding
the reason, it is necessary to find out the type of campus that the Chinese
group likes. Extract the characteristics of China's outstanding campus
landscape and combine it with Western campus landscape design methods.
Therefore, the author analyzes the most popular Chinese campuses in five
different historical periods. The analysis standard is still the eight internationalized
campus characteristics mentioned in the first sub-question. Finally, in section
5.3, 14 common qualities and 23 design principles were summarized in the
four stages of site selection, large-size, medium-size, and small-size design
(see appendix 01 for the specific analysis process and table 4 for the summary
process).
It is worth noting that in subsequent online focus group comments, some nonChinese groups felt that there was little difference between Chinese and Western
campus landscape design principles. It is because these Chinese campus design
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principles are based on case studies of campuses in five historical periods.
To a certain extent, the development of Chinese history is also a process of
integration with the West.

SQ4. How to design an internationalized campus landscape in
WUR?
In the first three sub-questions, the issues that the WUR campus landscape needs
to be improved, the needs of all users, and the campus's characteristics that the
Chinese community likes have been summarized. It is then necessary to apply
the characteristics of China's high-quality campus to the transformation design
of the WUR campus to enable more Chinese users to use outdoor space.
1. The analysis of the historical evolution of the WUR campus shows that the
planning of the WUR campus and surrounding residential areas and farmland
is determined, and it is not easy to expand. To address the urgent situation of
insufficient space due to the increase in the number of people on the campus,
the author first adopts the method of densification inside the campus to play a
mitigating effect. In the second stage, a plan to expand into farmland is adopted.
2. The second sub-question conclusion emphasizes the difference between
non-Chinese groups and Chinese groups in using WUR campuses. It means
that meeting the needs of all groups is the top priority. Therefore, through replanning the path, vegetation, and public space, the WUR campus landscape
mentioned in the sub-question one was solved.
3. Secondly, the author applies 23 Chinese campus design principles
summarized to the WUR campus to meet Chinese students' vision.
4. The author organized an online interview (special focus group due to
Covid-19) and discussed the feasibility of the applied Chinese campus design
principles with five non-Chinese groups and ten students from Chinese groups
who majored in landscape architecture.

Conclusion
Since the complete information cannot be explained face-to-face, the author
must minimize the content that needs to be explained and judged for the
respondent's convenience. Therefore, the author divides these 23 Chinese
campus design principles into three categories:
1. Rely on traditional Chinese style and unique Chinese condition;
2. Conventional and general principles;
3. Need to combine users' preference with design.
The application of the thirteen Chinese campus design principles in the third
category most needs to collect user opinions. The results show that the two
Chinese campus design principles, "S5-avoid bad weather: utilize eave of
lobby entrance" and "S7-natural style elements: traditional Chinese wooden
construction like corridors and temples," are considered infeasible.

Main question: What design principles help to design
an internationalized campus landscape? - aims at major
international communities’ populations of the Chinese
community in WUR.
In the fourth design question, the author applied the Chinese campus design
principles to the transformation design of the WUR campus landscape, and then
discussed the applied design with the focus group to reflect on the Chinese
campus design principles. Finally, the effectiveness of the design principles
that can help design an internationalized campus landscape for the Chinese
community is summarized (figure 7.1). The least feasible principles are limited
to reference because they are constrained by the project's current situation,
including material, climate, and cultural conflicts. General design principles are
applicable, and they can be used to improve the physical environment problems
on campus. The recommended principle is recognized by more than half of
the focus group. Therefore, these principles are most helpful for the Chinese
community to use the WUR campus more frequently.
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figure 7.1(A) design principles help to design a internationized campus landscape

figure 7.1(B) design principles help to design a internationized campus landscape

figure 7.1(C) design principles help to design a internationized campus landscape

figure 7.1(D) design principles help to design a internationized campus landscape

figure 7.1(E) design principles help to design a internationized campus landscape
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Discussion
7.2 Discussion and limitation
7.2.1 Reflection on the target group selection
The ultimate goal of this thesis is to propose a set of principles for the design of
an internationalized campus. It means that the behaviors and habits of all cultural
backgrounds should be studied. Due to the time limit of doing the graduate
thesis, the author chose to study the campus landscape in Chinese culture. It
is because Chinese culture is the origin of Eastern culture, and the difference
between Eastern culture and Western culture is the biggest (Nisbett, 2004).
In this way, the researched design principles can be adapted to maximize the
number of cultural backgrounds in a limited time. However, even if the origin of
Eastern culture is China, Eastern culture is still a broad category with different
behavior habits and ways of thinking. For example, in the focus group after the
design, landscape architects from Malaysia have different opinions on applying
Chinese campus design principles to the WUR campus. There are many reasons
for this situation. For example, some Eastern countries have been Westernized
in history, or their own countries have unusually strong cultural characteristics.
Therefore, dividing cultures into East and West based on geography is a fast
and straightforward method. A more effective method should be to classify
each country according to its cultural characteristics, not even the two cultural
classifications of East and West.

7.2.2 Reflection on survey
The second research question is dedicated to obtaining non-Chinese groups'
use of the WUR campus landscape and their needs. The authors use online
survey methods to collect their insights. The design purpose of this thesis is
to help the Chinese community better participate in the outdoor public space
of WUR. Therefore, survey respondents are mainly Chinese groups, twice as
many as non-Chinese groups. However, the Chinese group of WUR University
only accounts for 10% of the students' total number. If the number of surveys

corresponding to the ratio of the two groups is the standard, the answer to
this question may differ. Besides, survey answers have errors and subjectivity.
Therefore, a more massive database is also necessary.

7.2.3 Reflection on reference study
The third research question is based on the reference study of five "Chinese
campus landscapes from different historical periods but the most popular in
2018", and obtained 14 common qualities and 23 design measures as the
preliminary design principle of an internationalized university. These five cases
were selected from the "Top Ten Most Popular Chinese University Campus
Ranking List of 2018". Chinese university campuses are divided into five
historical periods. Due to the time limit of writing the thesis, the author selects
one campus landscape as the object of reference study in each period. It may
result in insufficient sample information. More campus cases need to be analyzed
in future research, and at least the other five most popular university campuses in
China should be analyzed. Secondly, some scholars believe that the urban park
is similar to the public space on campus, promoting physical activity (Roemmich
& Balantekin & Beeler, 2015). Therefore, to gain the favor of the Chinese
community on the university campus landscape and how the Chinese community
uses the public landscape, we can also analyze the successful Chinese public
park design.

7.2.4 Reflection on focus group
In the research framework, after applying the preliminary internationalized
campus landscape design principles to the WUR campus landscape
reconstruction, a focus group is needed to evaluate the design principles'
effectiveness. However, there are two reasons why the author changed to one-onone interviews with respondents online when implementing focus groups. First
of all, the focus group's target should be volunteers from survey respondents in
the second sub-question because their assessment of the design can be based
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on the vision that they had put forward at the beginning. However, due to the
thesis's length, the respondents at the time could not be reached. Therefore,
the author contacted fifteen new respondents. Secondly, due to COVID-19, it is
difficult for newly contacted respondents to attend a meeting simultaneously.
Therefore, the online one-to-one interview mode is adopted. Nevertheless, it
hinders the exchange of information between respondents. The evaluation of the
design principles is more one-sided than the original plan.
Besides, the materials provided to them should be as short as possible because
it saves time for the respondent, and let them understand the design and the
purpose of the interview as much as possible. In the comments given by the
respondents, it is shown that they hope to understand the background of the
paper and the principles of Chinese campus design. It can help them better
evaluate the design and improve the validity of the conclusions of the thesis.
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figure 9.1 Bird's eye view of Yuelu Academy
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Appendix 01 - Reference study process
9.1 Period 1: Ancien China (~1840) - ancient Chinese
academy
The ancient Chinese academy was the main educational product of this period,
which refered to an educational organization and academic research institution
unique to the Chinese feudal society. It was generally a private institution
founded or presided over by famous scholars at that time. The academy began
in the Tang Dynasty (618 AD ~ 912 AD) and was originally the official place
for royal documents and books. The academy flourished in the early Song
Dynasty (960 AD ~ 1279 AD). However, due to the chaos of successive years,
the official academy was abolished. And education was more dependent on
private academy. The rulers of the early Song Dynasty were still busy with military
conscription without energy to pay attention on education. Therefore, the private
academy had been further developed, forming an educational organization with
great influence and outstanding characteristics.
Yuelu Academy (976 AD) is one of the four major academies in the Song Dynasty
(figure 9.1). It has high historical and cultural values and still functional as a part
of Hunan University today, which is reasonable to be selected for analyzing the
Chinese campus of this period.

9.1.1 Introduction
Yuelu Academy covers an area of 21,000 square meters which had experienced
a series of wars in history. It has been destroyed and recovered seven times. The
existing main buildings are the remains of the Qing Dynasty (1903) (figure 9.2).
Yuelu Academy is the largest and best-preserved college building in China which
has a history of more than a thousand years and is a rare millennium university.
After the Song, Yuan, Ming and Qing dynasties, it is still a department under the
jurisdiction of Hunan University.
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figure 9.2. Royal Library in Yuelu Academy

9.1.2 Thematic analysis (figure 9.3)
Mixed function
A. The ancient architectural complex of Yuelu Academy was distinguished by
functiond into three zones: garden zong, main axis zone and sacrificing zone.
B. The architecture and landscape of Yuelu Academy are arranged symmetrically.
The most important functional buildings are putted in the main axis zone, which
are the Hexi Tai, main entrance, domitories, lecture hall and Yuelu Archieve. The
form of the layout of the building adopts the method of multiple entrances to
the courtyard. On the one hand, designers used this technique to emphasize
the academic atmosphere of the college. On the other hand, this reflects the
social ethical theories of "superior and inferior", "hierarchy system", and "clear
priorities" of Chinese Confucian culture. The eastside of Yuelu Academy is the
sacrificing zone, Confusious' Temple and the northern west commands the
garden area.

functions and structure

plan

greenness with structure

main axis analysis

place and non-place

main axis analysis

urbanism
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figure 9.3 Thematic analysis of Yuelu Academy
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Campus living
The dormitories are located on both sides of Lecture Hall. However, there is no
data shows that if the dormitories were able to fully contain the students at that
time. This was a kind of early concept of dormitory since the development of
the higher-educational institution just burgeoned. Beyond that, this period was
dominated by religion and sacrifice, and teaching service was only for a small
number of citizens with status.
Greenness
A. In the central area, the landscape is also split in half with the main axis to
emphasize the sense of solemn. Outside the central area, the front and back
gardens of Yuelu Academy have adopted a more liberal design pattern - curved
lakeshore, vegetation edges, and trails.

B. In the back garden, the constructions are formed by the corridors, as an
embellishment in the landscape, guiding the routes of the viewing. This is a
kind of design elements that has always been used in China which enriches the
walking experience. People can walk not only on stone roads, but also in semienclosed building corridors.
C. The main resting places in the garden are those with stone benches or
pavilions (figure 9.4). These two elements are often harmoniously matched with
the vegetation, hidden in them, and the perfect composition is viewed from any
angle.
D. The bodies of water take on more natural shapes outside the central area.
However, there still are two symmetrical square bodies of water in front of the
Yuelu Archive in the heart of the main axis area. In addition to enriching the
landscape, their greater role is actually to be able to rescue the fire. Because
Yuelu Archive, in modern words, is the royal library. The books inside was almost
given by the emperor.
E. The terrain of the academy is also particular (figure 9.5). Two methods were
used on the central axis of the academy to make the entire building of the
academy stagger. One is artificially stacked high platforms, or digging low
terrain, such as at the Hexi Tai. The other is to adapt to the terrain and arrange
buildings on the spot, such as the tallest building in the academy Yuelu Archive
(Tamia, 2016).
Urbanism
A. Yuelu Academy is located at the foot of south-eastern Yuelu Mountain, which is
a famous scenic spot in China attracts many tourists. Nowadays, Yuelu Academy
is one of the main attractions.

figure 9.4 stone benches and pavilion of Yuelu Academy
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B. And, now it still belongs to part of Hunan University in the function of
education. Therefore, the main population has students in addition to tourists.

C. Due to the basic conditions of the tourist area and the university, the
accessibility like the connection with the city is strong. In addition, based on the
loud reputation of Yuelu Academy, it can attract more people.
Place & non-place
A. Meeting place: Yuelu Academy uses a courtyard form with central axis
symmetry, linear extension and layers of progressive of multiple courtyards.
Therefore, due to the progressive courtyard construction, many spaces of human
scale were created out. These spaces provide opportunities to be designed as
delicate Chinese gardens which are relatively private, silent in addition to chirps
or sounds of rain drops and leaves.
B. And because of this, the academy has used all its corners to be highly

available, and there is almost no concept of non-place. However, the functions of
the academy buildings all have their own unique aspects and strong divisions, so
each can be regarded as a place, especially Hexi Tai, Lecture Hall, Yuelu Archive,
and Confucious' Temple.

9.1.3 Quality
• High culture value: The reason why Yuelu Academy is still popular today is
because its cultural value helps us to trace history. So fame or propaganda is a
big attraction.
• Chinese traditional architecture and landscape style: The ancient central axis
planning techniques and traditional architectural styles are unique in today's
society. Including the solemn and quiet atmosphere created by it also makes
people feel that they have escaped from the city.
• Sense of privacy: The progressive layout of the building provides a lot of
human-scale spaces. These spaces give people a sense of privacy and security.
• Dense vegetation: The setting of the trees is very dense, and it makes the
buildings seem to be hidden inside. Make the building also part of the landscape,
bringing people and nature into one.
• Diverse landscape construction: In traditional Chinese gardens such as Yuelu
Academy, structures are very important. Such as corridors and pavilions. They
are always taken as the focus of landscape design considerations. The types of
landscapes are also quite complete, including water, mountains (internal rockery
metaphor), trails, stone benches, sculptures, tree pools, etc.
• Contrasting landscape patterns for studying and relaxing: straight and curved
lakes or green borders distinguish between recreational areas and work areas.
This is a good emphasis on functional partitioning.

figure 9.5 section of main axis of Yuelu Academy (by Tamia)
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• Multiple kinds of meeting places: Yuelu Academy's architecture and landscape
design form many types and sizes of meeting places and roads, which can enrich
people's landscape experience.

9.2 Period 2: Late Qing Dynasty (1840~1912) Imitating the Western model
In the late Qing Dynasty, China began to enter the modern era and opened
the closed door of the country. Western missionaries promoted capitalism in
China and established many church schools that were planned and designed by
Western architects. Since there is no research on the campuses with traditional
Chinese characteristics, Western campuses' planning ideas are copied, and
the concept of traditional Chinese academy has disappeared. After that, the
architects began to use the Western campus model combined with local Chinese
characteristics to plan the campus. On the "10 Most Popular Chinese Campuses"
rankings, three campuses belonged to this period: Soochow University,
Nanjing University, and Tsinghua University. The author will focus on the design
philosophy and quality of Tsinghua University.

9.2.1 Introduction
Tsinghua University was founded in 1911 (figure 9.6). In October 1914, American
architects Henry Murphy and Richard Dana planned the school's campus and
arranged the preparatory schools and comprehensive universities. Until 1924,
the university's educational purpose was to train students to study in the United
States. Therefore, the curriculum, teaching materials, sports, extracurricular
activities, including landscape planning and design, were almost wholly copied
from American universities. The school's administrative organization, such as the
board of directors, the council, the professors, etc., was also modeled after the
United States. English was the common language in the university. When the
British philosopher Russell visited Tsinghua, he said: "Tsinghua University is just
like a big university transplanted from the United States to China."
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figure 9.6 Tsinghua University master plan (1911)

Although Tsinghua University has undergone three expansions and renovations
in the next 100 years, Murphy's 1914 campus and the American culture left
behind by history have become the basis for the harmonious symbiosis of
Chinese and Western cultures on campus. In 2010, Forbes ranked 14 of the
world's most beautiful universities, and Tsinghua University is the only university
in Asia.
The current Tsinghua University covers an area of 4,503,800 square meters, and
the prototype of 1914 was only one-sixth of it. In this case, The author will only
discuss this original campus that has been retained. Because today, its function
and style is still a valuable part of the university. Moreover, it is worth noting that
in the 1930s, Chinese garden master Yang Tingbao expanded and remodeled
the campus basing on Murphy, retaining some pure American architecture
and landscape and transforming some of the landscape to make them more
traditional with Chinese culture. Therefore, analyzing these changes will also be
an exciting part of this reference.

9.2.2 Thematic analysis (figure 9.7)
Campus living:
A. There are five functional divisions on campus: higher education, secondary
education, dormitory, residential, and sports. Students and staff can meet the
conditions of studying and living on campus.
B. The partitions are clear and exist in groups.
Greenness:
A. The entire campus was built on the Xichun Garden, the royal garden of the
Qing Dynasty. So, the natural conditions of landscape resources are excellent.
B. The greening rate is very high, mainly based on lawns and street trees. Street
trees are mainly used to emphasize straight main roads.
The ancient channel and some lakes are preserved.
C. The Lake District had made significant changes. The number of lakes was
reduced. The lakes in the west eventually became two small lakes that were
symmetrical. The shape of the lake had also become more regular.
D. The tributaries of the small lakes in the central part of the river flowing to the
figure 9.7 analysis process of Tsinghua University in Late Qing Dynasty
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channel were reduced and becoming more direct and tidier.
Urbanism:
A. This fundamental part of Tsinghua University is still one of the two most
important parts today (the second important part will be covered in period 4). It
is the entrance to the west of Tsinghua University.
B. Throughout the current location of Tsinghua University, it is located in
the critical "university district" of Beijing, the capital of China. There are top
universities in the country. It is also close to two large-scale historical sites, and
the south is China's largest high-tech industrial cluster, Zhongguancun Science
Park. These have provided Tsinghua University with unique advantages. (Because
it is the same campus as period 4, see section 4 for details)
Place & Non-place:
A. The Great Auditorium, the Science Museum, the Library, and the Gymnasium
are also famous today. They are large and well designed, and the style is
Murphy's only Western design in China. When he first arrived, he adopted the
modern eclectic campus architecture style popular in the United States. Some
places imitate Renaissance-style coupon doors and windows and columns. This
style has become a design element of Tsinghua's characteristics in Tsinghua's
centuries-old architectural design. At the time of the campus, these four buildings
also became the main building to attract people. Today is the representative of
the history of Tsinghua University.
B. The shape made up of the building was simple.
C. Almost every cluster of zones was centered on a large square lawn, and the
buildings were symmetrically distributed around the lawn.
D. In addition to the straight line of the building, the roads were also straight and
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figure 9.8 Tsinghua University master plan (2010)

emphasized by the street trees. Surprisingly, Murphy still applied the Virginia
model directly to the design of the lake area in the west of the campus, retaining
free-form water surfaces and arranging teaching buildings around the lake. At
the heart of the island was the library, where straight roads form a crossroads.
E. To cater to the spatial planning of the symmetrical axes and straight lines, the
terrain has been largely modified.

9.2.3 Quality
• High landscape attraction.
• Combination of western and Chinese landscape form: straight and free.
• Western and traditional building style.

Meeting place:

• Well-designed, attractive architectural form.

A. The meeting place is mainly on the spacious lawn. Except for the road, there
is almost no hard pavement.

• High historical value.

This case study was originally due to end here, but this was planned in 1919,
and many changes were made since the transformation in 1930. Therefore, this
case can be analyzed as a contradiction point in the construction of the campus
landscape of the East and the West. By comparing the initial design of almost all
copies of the US campus with the current campus landscape design, we can get
the design principles of Chinese popular campus(figure 9.8).
The southeastern part of the Virginia model was retained as a testimony
to history. However, the island area has restored its previous appearance,
increasing the number of lakes and making the shape more natural. Due to the
expansion of the campus, the stadium in the north was replaced by buildings.
The shape of the building has become more vibrant and more varied from
simple squares. It also changed from the design of the building around the
central lawn to several buildings, which weakened the lawn's dominant position.
It makes the landscape space more productive, such as the atrium landscape
in the middle of the complex and the human scale between architecture and
architecture. In the entrance and middle of some buildings, hard paved meeting
places are added to form the road nodes.

• Competitive location advantage: "university district," Zhongguancun Science
Park, historic national parks.
• Multiple kinds of meeting places: Architectural atrium landscape, hard
pavement square, lawn.

9.3 Period 3: Republic of China (1912~1949) –
Chinese and Western combination
After the Chinese campus construction in the late Qing Dynasty completely
copied the Western campus model, it also began to combine local
characteristics. This trend reached its peak during the Republic of China. After
the Kuomintang unified China in 1928, the government increased its control
over the campus, so the campus design gradually shifted from free and open
to steady and rigorous. The campuses of the six schools in this period were
selected for the "10 Most Popular Chinese Campuses" ranking, and I will select
five of them for comparative analysis: Xiamen University, Yunnan University, Sun
Yat-Sen University, Wuhan University, and Peking University. The author will focus
on the design philosophy and quality of Wuhan University.
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9.3.1 Introduction
In August 1928, Wuhan University was selected in the barren hills of the suburbs,
Luojia Mountain, without large artificial buildings and roads. The mountain
were shaded by trees, and the foot of the mountain was large fields, except
for the eastern part of the East Lake. Therefore, Wuhan University has a unique
geographical advantage, depending on the mountains and lakes.
Subsequently, the founder of the university invited Mr. F. H. Kales, an architect
who graduated from the Department of Architecture of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and studied Chinese architectural art, to design the
overall layout and planning of the campus from Shanghai. At the same time, he
hired the same graduated from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology to
work as a new school building supervisor.
Wuhan University covers an area of 3,453,726 square meters. The early
architecture was classical and solemn, and harmonious with the surrounding
environment, is a masterpiece and model of modern Chinese university
architecture. Therefore, it is called "one of the most beautiful universities in
China." Tourists, primary and middle school students, and couples who take
wedding photos are often seen on campus.

9.3.2 Thematic analysis
Campus living:
A. There are many types of houses on campus, including gymnasiums, sports
fields, canteens, supermarkets, student dormitories, residential buildings,
international student dormitories, teaching buildings/office buildings, logistical
support buildings, and small shops and ATMs (figure 9.9). This means that
the functions provided by the school to the students and other staff are very
complete. It meets all the daily needs of students, making them feel comfortable
and comfortable living and learning here.
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B. When I define the radiation range of each building with different functions
with a circular color block of 500 meters in diameter, it is clear that the mixing
degree of the function is relatively high (figure 9.10). This means that different
user groups have more opportunities to meet on campus, which is conducive to
exchange ideas, and learning and life are more convenient.
Greenness:
A. The landscape resources of Wuhan University are quite rich(figure 9.11).
The green area of the campus accounts for 42% of the total campus area,
the greening rate is 68%, and the green coverage rate is 87%. This is one of
the reasons why Wuhan University can become "the most beautiful university
campus in China".
B. It contains a variety of rare flora and fauna species adapted to local conditions.
The university has evergreen seasons and flowers in the season. According to
incomplete statistics, there are 120 families, 558 genera and 800 species of seed
plants, of which 11 species are rare and endangered.
C. The teaching and student living areas are scattered into eight large pieces
according to plantings and topography. This is why it is fragmented for functional
partitioning.
D. The most famous of Wuhan University is the annual Cherry Blossom Festival,
which attracts thousands of people every day(figure 9.12).
E. It is also clear from the topographic analysis that the landscape design of
Wuhan University is in line with the original advantages of the terrain(figure 9.13).
Planting large areas of dense forests on the hills creates a natural landscape.
F. In the campus green design, the layout of the forest is very comfortable
because of the relationship of density and sparseness, which makes people's

figure 9.10 mixing function in Wuhan University

figure 9.9 Campus living in Wuhan University

figure 9.12 People view cherry blossoms at Wuhan University (Liu, 2017)

figure 9.11 Greenness in Wuhan University
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landscape experience more full and more varied.
Urbanism:
A. The eastern part of Wuhan University is East Lake, which is an ecological scenic
spot. The univerisity is also based on the landscape resource of Luojia Mountain,
with beautiful scenery and ecology.
B. Wuhan University is surrounded by three roads and the traffic is very
developed. Its west is close to the second ring road of the city, and the south
connects the Guanggu Bridge to the peninsula across the East Lake. There are
roads along the lake in the east and north.
C. Most of the surrounding buildings of Wuhan University are government
departments, museums and colleges. Within three kilometers of Wuhan
University, there are important institutions such as the Hubei Provincial
Committee of the Communist Party of China, the Hubei Provincial Government,
the Wuhan Railway Bureau, the Wuhan Branch of the Chinese Academy of
Sciences, Wuhan University of Technology, Huazhong Normal University, Hubei
Provincial Museum, etc.
Place & non-place:
A. Due to its location in the natural Luojia Mountain, Wuhan University's mission
is to respect the terrain. It is easy to see in the layout that the building is aligned
with the contours and around the hills.
B. There are many attractive landscape spots on the campus, such as lovers
slopes, greenhouses, corridors, pavilion and more. There are also two lakes, one
in the middle and one in the east.
figure 9.13 terrain of Wuhan University

C. Every spring, the season of cherry blossoms, Wuhan University will become
a national cherry blossom viewing spot (Liu & Zhang, 2014). The route to cherry
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blossoms is from the main entrance, passing through the Luojia Plaza, the
administrative building and the old library and return back to entrance to form a
loop(figure 9.14).
D. The buildings where the cherry blossoms pass are early buildings that were
planned from 1917. The architectural style adopts the combination of Chinese
and Western styles. Such buildings are very recognizable.
For example, the administrative building designed by F. H. Kales in 1936(figure
9.15). The main building and the annex are rectangular planes, with inner
corridors, gable and hip roof with single eave and green glazed tiles. Because the
traditional Chinese walls are beveled (Jiangxinzhicheng, 2017), in order to make
the architectural style conform to the requirements of the traditional form, the

figure 9.15 the administrative building of Wuhan University

figure 9.14 Cherry blossom viewing loop (Liu & Zhang, 2014)
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figure 9.16 gable and hip roof with single eave, gable and hip roof with multiple eaves, fourridge roof (Jiangxinzhicheng, 2017)
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main building adopts the method of cutting the four corners of the wall, using
people's visual errors to create the illusion of the wall bevel, making this modern
building also has the charm of traditional Chinese architecture (figure 9.16). The
fascinating four-ridge, glass and gable and hip with multiple eaves roof is a glass
atrium structure that can share space. It is one of the first buildings in the world
to adopt the architectural trend, “space sharing”. It is a typical Chinese-West
fusion building with four Chinese traditional annexes on the outside and two
Romanesque towers in front.
E. The part of the cherry blossom viewing route is the central axis of the entire
Wuhan University, which is deep in the center from the main entrance. But it is
not a traditional single line. It is an area, a well-designed center that combines
nature and architecture.
F. The layout of the building also takes the form of a courtyard or a quadrangle,
surrounding the atrium.
Meeting place:
A. It uses the free curve of the road to deal with the crowds, but it is also at
the entrance to the main entrance of the campus. The entrance to the college
building uses the elements of the square.
B. The corridor around the building is like a balcony, making it a favorite meeting
place. It shelters from the bad weather, people can enjoy the scenery because of
standing tall.

9.3.3 Quality
• High degree of functional mixing.
• Complete living facilities.

• High culture value.
• Be good at using natural rich landscapes and geographic resources: adapt to
the terrain, use local plants to plan the functional partition of the campus.
• Attractive landscape features: seasonal cherry blossoms enhance campus
appeal.
• Rhythmic landscape experience: sparsely and densely distributed vegetation.
• Developed traffic.
• Attractive landscape points: landscape constructions, greenhouses, cherry
blossom loops, early Chinese-Western architecture.
• Sublime historical and cultural value: representative modern Chinese and
Western combined architecture.
• Free plane layout: irregular axis.
• Building as a meeting place.
• The free road angle forms a meeting place.

9.4 Period 4: People’s Republic of China (1949~1979)
- Soviet mode
Due to the influence of national conditions, the campus construction in this
period is more symbolic and commemorative than the humanistic spirit. It is
basically transplanted from the Soviet model and represented by Moscow
University. Features are defined functional partitions, divided by road teaching,
dormitories and support areas. Usually there are magnificent squares and
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magnificent teaching buildings on the central axis. As the economy is still
underdeveloped, the standards for campus construction during this period are
low and the style is singular. Representatives of such campuses include the main
building of Tsinghua University (Senior researcher, 2017).

9.4.1 Introduction
In 1954, after the adjustment of the university department, the new China, which
was in ruins, began its first campus vision after the founding of the People's
Republic of China at Tsinghua University. Later, after several expansions, it
became the Tsinghua University today. The current Tsinghua University covers an
area of 4,503,800 square meters, which is six times the original (refer to period
2). What I want to analyze in this section is the current Tsinghua University, with a
focus on the new campus section that was newly renovated in 1954 during the
founding of New China.

9.4.2 Thematic analysis (figure 9.17)
Campus living:
A. The functional division of the campus is clear. The teaching area is about
the middle and the southeast of the campus. The south and northeast are
residential areas and the north is a dormitory area. Due to the planned economic
system, the functions that the society should undertake, such as logistics and
administration, are handed over to the school itself, thus providing innate
conditions for a clear functional division plan (Xiong, 2014).
Greenness:
A. The old campus part has become the garden of Tsinghua University, and has
served as a representative landscape. It is located in the Midwest of Tsinghua
University. It also contains two lakes. The channel also flows from the south of the
old campus, turns to the north, and flows out of the campus.
B. The landscape planning of the campus is divided into two forms from a plane
perspective. One is the old campus, the form of the early construction of natural
gardens. The other is the Western style built after the founding of the country.
The conflict between the curve and the line is abnormal.
Urbanism:
A. Tsinghua University is located in the North Fourth Ring Road of Beijing, with
figure 9.17 analysis process of Tsinghua University in Republic of China
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developed transportation on the dividing line between the city and the suburbs.
There are ring roads in the north and south, and the main road in the east.
B. Tsinghua University is located in the "University City". Six top colleges of China
are lined up on the College Roads in the east. The West is Peking University,
which was also designed and planed by Murphy in Republic of China. This is very
helpful for city management and the idea exchanging of students and teachers
in various universities. The south of the college is China's largest high-tech
industrial cluster, Zhongguancun Science Park. It is an "electronic street" that
provides up-to-date technology updates and some technical support.

figure 9.18 the main building of Tsinghua University

C. Since the area where Tsinghua University is located is the former site of the
original Chinese royal garden, there are still well-preserved historical sites
nearby. For example, the Old Summer Palace and the Summer Palace in the west
are the most famous historical gardens in China.
Place & non-place:
A. Tsinghua University adopted the Moscow model when it began to re-plan and
expand in 1954. The Soviet-style campus, represented by the Moscow University,
has a clear functional zoning feature that clearly separates teaching activities,
student residences and logistics areas. In the early stage, the axisymmetric
method was used to combine with the courtyard building group, and in the
later stage, the determinant was adopted. Most of this type of campus planning
guides the main axis from the front door. The teaching building group is
arranged along both sides of the main axis. The main axis is often the majestic
I-shaped building at the end, and the grand and magnificent momentum is
pressing. Long longitudinal squares surrounded by symmetrically arranged
teaching buildings and high-rise main buildings, up to several hundred meters.
This is the case with the new campus of Tsinghua University. The center of the
main line is the main building of Tsinghua University(figure 9.18), facing the east
gate.

figure 9.19 the main building of Moscow University
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B. The main building reflects the design trend of the 1950s, and the shape is
also modeled after the main building of the Moscow University of the Soviet
Union(figure 9.19). This form of campus and buildings reflects the positive
development of the country and was recognized by the regime at that time
(Xiong, 2014).
C. The early part of Tsinghua University's lakes and early buildings, because of
its unique style and beautiful landscape, is a good place to attract students from
school and outside.
Meeting place:
A. The meeting place on campus is dominated by squares and wide walking
trails. Although there are many large lawns, especially near the main building,
the main function of the lawn is aesthetics and planning roads, and almost no
one uses the lawn.

9.4.3 Quality
• Natural landscape conditions: built in the former royal garden.
• Natural and regular landscape style: Chinse traditional & western and Soviet
model.
• Historical and cultural values: a century-old university, Western architects
contributed pure Western architecture and landscape style.
• Developed traffic.
• Location advantage: Surrounded by higher education institutions and
technology centers, it helps to exchange information. Close to two historical
gardens.
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• Effective meeting place: square.

9.5 Period 5: Reform and Opening up (1979~today)
In 1979, China implemented reform and opening up. People's thoughts began

to be liberated, and the construction of university campuses also had new
developments. People were dissatisfied with the monotonous and indifferent
campus, and try to improve in the original university form, thinking about
breaking the same state with new methods. The plan of this period considered
how to combine ancient and modern and Chinese and Western. China Academy
of Art, as one of the eight major art academies in China, have taken into account
the importance of aesthetics to the humanistic spirit and academic atmosphere
in the construction of the campus.

9.5.1 Introduction
The China Academy of Art's Xiangshan Campus covers an area of 266,680
square meters and is located in Hangzhou, China. It was designed and built
by the architect Wang Shu, winner of the 2012 Pritzker Architecture Prize. The
construction of “garden city” and “garden architecture” has always been Wang
Shu’s dream, and Xiangshan Campus has fulfilled his long-cherished wish for
many years. In addition, in an art school with a greater ambition for architecture
and landscape, the Xiangshan campus is bold and unique in design, yet without
losing traditional Chinese elements. It is worth analyzing.
It was nominated for the Best Architecture Award. Reason for nomination: China's
largest construction experimental site, its construction method reflects the
characteristics of Chinese construction "recycling". The planning and design of
the Xiangshan Campus of the China Academy of Art rediscovers the traditional
Chinese space concept in the contemporary architectural aesthetic narrative,
and interprets the spirit of the garden and the academy; the use of bricks, tiles
and stones from the old building materials from the demolition site in Zhejiang

Province reflects the characteristics of the "circular construction" of Chinese
architecture and the response to the large-scale demolition and reconstruction of
the current city (Nanfang Metropolis Daily, 2008).

9.5.2 Thematic analysis (figure 9.20)
Campus living:
A. The campus is divided into two parts, the first phase in the north and the
second phase in the south. Although they are separated by the XiangShan
mountain, the east side is connected by the road to form a "U" shape.
B. Both ends of the "U" type are dormitory and sports area, echoing at the
beginning and the end. The other part is the teaching area. The streamlines of
people on campus are clear and smooth.
C. The top of Xiangshan Mountain is a secondary school affiliated to the China
Academy of Art and can be accessed from the southern part of Xiangshan.
Greenness:
A. The designer gave up a flatter choice when choosing the planning site and
chose this mountain area. He believes: "According to the tradition of Chinese
culture, landscapes in the environment are more important than architecture
when building sites." It is based on such a site selection that the Xiangshan
Campus has gained a unique natural environment and the architects have ample
space for display.
B. Almost every functional zone is along the river and mountain, maximizing the
utilization of landscape resources.
C, The northern lake and the southern river are in the east, surrounded the
Xiangshan Mountain, 50 meters high. When the river in the north is connected to
the school district, more transitions are made, such as connecting the contours of
buildings and nature. As a result, the water in the campus is rich in changes, the
north is wider, and the south is narrower.
Urbanism:
A. Due to the city's long history and rich terrain, many tourist attractions
have been formed. For example, in the mountains of the northern part of the
Xiangshan Campus of the China Academy of Art, there are many famous Chinese
figure 9.20 analysis process of the China Academy of Art's Xiangshan Campus in Reform
and Opening up period
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attractions, such as the West Lake printed on Chinese paper currency.
B. The campus is in the suburbs, but there are also convenient transportation to
the city centre. Including the east side of the campus is very close to the river,
and a bridge can cross the river directly.
C. On the west side of the campus is a large mountain and natural scenic spot
with rich landscape resources.
Place & non-place:
A. The first phase in the north is divided into 10 building blocks scattered at the
foot of the mountain. The form is treated as a half-enclosed courtyard with an
opening to the mountain, or a self-contained fully enclosed courtyard, which
obtained the wholeness by being regarded as a unified square (figure 9.21). The
open courtyard is harmoniously integrated with nature while introducing nature.
The second phase in the south also contains 10 building blocks, but the shape
of the building is more abundant, using monomers as a group. It is based on the
introduction of the opening of the courtyard and the atrium space.

figure 9.21 The shape and order of the first and second phases of the building (Tian, Tang &
Zhang, 2018)

B. The designer handles the overall relationship of the building group by
adapting to the mountain. The layout of the campus is free and smooth, and
there is no obvious axis.
C. The horizontal grille and wooden sash of the northern phase of the building
reflect tradition from the details(figure 9.22). The trend of the roof of the second
phase of the southern part of the building echoes the undulating mountain,
reflecting the traditional sloping roof of China (figure 9.23). The buildings and
mountains are also connected by ancient corridor elements.(figure 9.24)
D. In terms of material selection, the Xiangshan Campus follows the principle of
regionality—taking materials locally and using materials with local characteristics
as building materials. Due to the abundance of bamboo in Jiangsu and
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figure 9.22 horizontal grille and wooden sash of the northern first phase of the building of
Xianshan Campus

Zhejiang provinces, bamboo is used extensively – to make fences or decorative,
maintenance components, or to use bamboo mold to pour concrete, so that
the concrete forms a special texture(Sun, 2013). This approach also gives the
building a sense of integration with nature.
E. Another feature of “old materials for new use” is the use of 7 million old tiles
throughout the campus. These old materials come from the local and originate
from history. Their use gives new buildings a sense of history and a sense of
belonging. The designer believes that the used materials will be reused and will
be restored to their original dignity. In addition, the use of old materials saves
resources and avoids waste. This practice also affects the ecological concept of
teachers and students.
figure 9.23 New sloping roof of southern second phase echoes with mountains

F. The designer's attention to tradition is also reflected in the use of traditional
construction techniques, for example, the use of traditional architectural
methods unique to the eastern part of Zhejiang – “ 瓦 爿 (Wa Pan)” brickwork,
refers to the combination of broken tiles and bricks, cutting off the association
between materials and the original house, leaving the possibility of operation
to the craftsman to play freely(figure 9.25). A similar method is also used for
pavements(figure 9.26). In the 19th century, the “exterior stucco wall” invented
by Chinese artisans was used for the exterior wall of the Xiangshan campus.
This traditional craft creates a wall with a simple texture and suitable for plant
climbing(figure 9.27). Wang Shu used these traditional techniques to create the
“Chinese taste” Xiangshan campus.
G. The designer believes that there are at least two roads in the landscape and
architecture, one is functional, and the standard is convenient and convenient.
The other road is high and low, and it will never be a purely functional
road(figure 9.28). This form of road simulates the corridors of Chinese garden
architecture to a certain extent.

figure 9.24 The first phase looks out from the courtyard to the mountain

H. The seemingly casual architectural layout has a unique spatial perspective
on the line of sight. This is also to reflect the "borrowing scene" approach in
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traditional Chinese gardens(figure 9.29).
meeting place:
A. Due to the construction of the courtyard building in accordance with the
terrain, there are some terraces and atriums inside the building for use as
meeting places(figure 9.30).
B. The aforementioned carriers of the building also have the function of serving
place.

figure 9.25 “ 瓦爿 (Wa Pan)” brickwork

C. There is no separate square, but the hard pavements between architectures
and along the river are also a gathering place for teachers and students(figure
9.31).

9.5.3 Quality
• Unique landscape advantages: terrain, lakes.
• Maximize landscape use: Landscape resources are available in every functional
area.
• Diversification of rivers: connection with buildings.
• Location has an advantage: close to famous attractions such as West Lake.
Suburban, but close to the main road and the bridge, the traffic is developed.
figure 9.26 pavements in Xiangshan Campus

• The architectural design depth is considered in relation to the landscape: the
opening of the courtyard faces the main landscape resources, mountains and
rivers.
• Diverse architectural forms create diverse spaces and sights: the misplacement
of the atrium and architecture.
• Architectural arrangement of natural curvature: the layout of the building is
built along the mountain.
• The embodiment of unique traditional elements: local materials, bamboo.
Waste utilization, old tiles. Bamboo model cast concrete. The corridor serves
as a bridge connecting the mountains. The traditional techniques of applying

figure 9.27 exterior stucco wall

figure 9.30 atriums inside the building
figure 9.28 corridors of the building in the second phase

figure 9.31 hard pavements between architectures and along the river

figure 9.29 line of sight analysis of No.11 building in the second phase

materials, the workers independently build brick and tile walls, and paving. The
corridors of the building reflect Chinese gardens.
• The architectural form combines nature: the undulating roof echoes the hills.
• The building provides a meeting place: a corridor, an atrium, a building corner
and a terrace.
• The campus has academic value: it is a large-scale experimental design
designed by the Pulitzer Prize winner.

Appendix

02

Survey Questions and answers
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